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In this Issue
Magnetic tape, as two of our authors point out on page 11, is associated
with computers so closely that a picture of a reel-to-reeltape drive is often
used to convey the image of a large computer. Although it’s now considered
too slow for on-line storage, tape continues to be used for off-line storage,
disc backup, data interchange between computers, transaction logging, and
software distribution. In this issue, two sets of articles deal with the design
of a pair of new HP tape drives. Both drives are designed primarily for
backing up on-line disc memories. (In a well-managed computer system,
I
the continually changing contents of the systemdiscs are periodically dumped
to
....-., ,hould some catastrophe wipe out the data on the discs, the system’s memory
can be restored except for transactions that have occurred since the last backup operation.)
Described on pages 11 to 31 is a half-inch, industry-standard, nine-track reel-to-reeltape drive,
the HP 7978A. Designed to provide reliable, low-cost backup for fairly large systems, it can place
up to 140 megabytes of data on a standard 10.5-inch reel of tape. The other tape drive described
in this issue, the HP 9144A (pages 34 to 48),is a quarter-inch cartridge tape drive designed to
back up smaller systems using Winchester-type disc drives or the equivalent. It can store up to
67 megabytes of data on a single tape cartridge. Although both design teams had high reliability
and low cost as primary objectives, their designs diverge in interesting ways. Both drives use a
recording density of about 10,000 bits per inch, but the half-inch drive records its nine tracks of
data in a single pass of the tape, while the quarter-inch drive records 16 tracks of data one track
at a time, going back and forth from one end of the tape to the other.
Our cover this month associates computers with maintenance, illustrating the subject of the
article on page 4. HP Maintenance Management, a software package for the HP 3000 Computer,
helps factory maintenancedepartments schedule work and keep track of spare parts. Its designers
are proud of the fact that it was conceived by an HP customer and designed with exceptionally
close customer contact to make sure that customer needs were met, there being no accepted
standards for this kind of software. HP Maintenance Management uses the customizer technology
first described in our April 1981 issue. The software can be customized to meet the needs of
individual companies and is fully supported by HP.

- - ~__-

-R.P. Dolan

What’s Ahead
In April we’ll have articles on the design of the HP 2392A Terminal, a low-cost, ergonomically
designed video display terminal, and the HP 7550A Plotter, an extra-high-speed eight-pen XY
plotter designed to do a lot of plotting in a short time without operator assistance.
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HP Maintenance Management: A New
Approach to Software Customer Solutions
Suggested by an HP customer and designed with extensive
customer feedback, this HP 3000 software helps cut the
cost of equipment maintenance.
by Joseph L. Malin and Irving Bunton
NDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE COSTS, it has been estimated, are increasing at a rate of 10% to 15% per year.
Many maintenance managers state that their departments spend 40% to 50% of their time on nonmaintenance
activities.
HP Maintenance Management, an applications software
package for HP 3000 Computers, is designed to alleviate
these problems by helping maintenance managers increase
machine uptime, reduce spare parts inventories, and increase personnel productivity. It is a standard product that
is fully supported by Hewlett-Packard and can be custamized to meet the needs of individual customers.
HP Maintenance Management represents a coming together of creative techniques on many levels of the computer software development process. In designing a product for which there were no existing standards, the HP
Maintenance Management team went directly to customers
for information on how the product should work. We listened closely to customer requirements, focused on solving
customer problems, and were determined to get HP Maintenance Management up and running as quickly as possible.
This approach represents a new direction for HP software.

I

How It Works
The typical plant maintenance operation keeps track of
the work it is doing by means of work orders. A work order
is initially a request for service. This request is written
down, usually on a standard form, and then is used by the
maintenance department. A maintenance planner updates
the work order with the specific instructions for handling
the request, the location of the equipment to be serviced,
and other information needed to complete the service. In
h ~ p r O c e S .d
S h i n g m r k m bician
further updates the work order by listing the spare parts
used and the hours of labor, making comments about the
cause of breakdown, and noting the action taken to do the
repair. At the completion of the work, the work order is
filed as part of the permanent record of the maintenance
department.
HP Maintenance Management takes this process several
steps further. The work order is computerized and stored
in a data base on disc. The HP Maintenance Management
system establishes links between the work order and records of labor and spare parts. The work order can be further
subdivided into tasks to include more detail about the
work. Placing this information on a computer improves

the standards, completeness, and visibility of maintenance
information without adding undue complexity.

Labor Planning
HP Maintenance Management addresses the problem of
labor planning by providing a means of allocating skills to
a task. Craft records are associated with each task; these
record the skill code, number of people required, and work
time associated with the task (Fig. 1). By using on-line and
batch reports, the maintenance planner can analyze the
demand for the available technicians and schedule work
order starts to balance the load. As a result, the technicians’
time is used more effectively. More time becomes available
for preventive maintenance work, and the technicians are
taken out of a “fire-fighting” mode.
Preventive Maintenance
Preventive maintenance planning is done in HP Maintenance Managementthrough the use of standard work orders
and tasks (Fig. 2). These serve as templates for the general
preventive work orders. All of the templates are initially
loaded into the system. A special batch job then generates
actual work orders from them, as if requests for preventive
maintenance had been received. A new work order is
scheduled a selected time interval after the present one is
either started or completed. This flexibility meets the needs

Fig. 1. Once a work order is entered, skills are allocated to
each task by entering the data on this screen.
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of most customers.
spare Parts inventory
The local automobile muffler shop, with its interminable
racks of new and used mufflers, pipes, gaskets, etc. is
perhaps the most familiar example of how a maintenance
operation depends on the availability of spare parts. The
muffler shop’s problems of having the right part for the job
is magnified tremendously in a typical large manufacturing
plant. The spare parts manager must ensure that the spare
parts needed for the most common repairs are on hand.
The parts on hand have to be allocated among competing
work orders. Costs have to be minimized by not stocking
rarely used parts, obsolete parts, or parts that can be predictably ordered well in advance of their use. In many shops
this knotty problem is approached in a heuristic (read “seat
of the pants”) manner, with mixed results.
HP Maintenance Management solves this problem with
an automated inventory control system. The basic element
of this system is a part, just as in the work order system it
is the work order. For each part in inventory, one or more
stocking locations can be recorded. The ‘systemthen maintains an up-to-data record of which parts are on hand b d
in what quantities (Fig. 3). Just using the spare parts inventory system to record what parts are in stock can speed up
the maintenance process. Finding parts becomes a matter
of minutes instead of hours.
Parts and Orders
The spare parts inventory system is connected to the
work order system by allocations. An allocation is a reservation for a part required for a particular work order. Every
time a work order is assigned to a technician and started,
a document called a pick list is automatically printed (Fig.
4). This instructs the stockroom clerk to pull a set of parts
and set them aside for a particular work order. Thus the
technicians will always have available all of the parts
necessary for the job when they begin. This saves the time
involved in constantly going to and from the stockroom.
Moreover, the allocations provide for the accurate plan-
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Fig. 3. This screen can be used to find out whether a particular type of part is in stock. The listing here was produced in
response to the part type MO (motor) entered in the appropriate field.

ning of work orders. When allocations are initially added,
they are considered soft, and merely serve as documentation. When the planners decide to commit to a work order,
they also commit its allocations. However, the system will
only allow allocations to be committed if there is uncommitted inventory for that part (the system tracks the level
of uncommitted inventory internally). The system can be
set up so that any attempt to commit past the level of
uncommitted inventory for a part automatically generates
a back order request. When a work order is started, its
allocations are released, causingthe picklist to be printed.
This reservation system helps maintenance planners
avoid the overallocation of parts. Overallocation usually
results in a work order holdup, in which technicians are
assigned and work starts without the necessary parts being
available. Reducing overallocation results in faster work
and less wasted time. Reservations also provide a feedback
loop between work orders and parts. The schedule for work
orders can be determined by the availability of parts, and
the demand for parts is determined by the scheduling of
future work orders.

Organization of the System
HP Maintenance Management consists of three applications software modules:
L-.
w Work Order Control
Parts Catalog
Inventory Control and Purchase Order Tracking.
Fig. 5 shows these modules and their various functions.
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Fig. 2. Standardwork orders are usedto schedulepreventive
maintenance. On this screen, RC indicates a recurring (preventive maintenance) order.

Work Order Control
The Work Order Control module helps plan and schedule
maintenance work including routine repair, preventive
maintenance, emergency orders, standing orders, projects,
and shutdowns. A maintenance engineer, operations foreman, or mechanic identifies work that must be done and
enters a work Order into the system*
Orders
can be
identified by type, such as a lubrication work order or a
normal repair order. A priority can be assigned to indicate
MARCH 1985 HEWLETT-PACKARD JOUWAL 5

the urgency of the work required. In addition, work orders
can be identified by type of job performed to differentiate
between discrete, standing, and recurring preventive
maintenance orders.Work orders and tasks can be reviewed
on-line by various selection criteria (Fig. 6).
The planner begins a work order by estimating the tasks,
spare parts required, and costs. A new order can be entered
by copying a previous order or work plan. The crafts assigned to the work order tasks are entered into the system.
The next step is to authorize the work and if necessary,
print a copy of the order. Safety procedures or special instructions for each task are also printed.
The Work Order Control module has the flexibility to
allow personnel to enter work order information after work
has been done. This ensures that the system does not get
in the way of responding to emergencies or short jobs. Task
information for quick jobs can be dispatched and printed
at remote printers.
Management reports such as the total estimated labor,
material, and additional costs for all open work orders can
be displayed graphically using HF' Decision Support
Graphics (DSG/3000).Fig. 7 shows an example.
If the Inventory Control module is used, parts can be
allocated to the work order. The selection process is done
on-line by reviewing the spare parts bill of material for the
piece of equipment and selecting the parts required for the
repair.
In daily or weekly planning meetings, planners and
supervisors agree on which orders to start. Those orders
are approved and parts are released. With the Inventory
Control module, the pick list for the spare parts is printed
when the order is released (Fig. 4). The inventory control
clerk uses this pick list as authorization to pull spare parts

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the HP Maintenance Management
software package for the HP 3000 Computer. The principal
modules are Work Order Control, Parts Catalog,andlnventoly
Control and Purchase Order Tracking.

from the stockroom.
While an order is in process, repair information is entered, such as the root cause of the failure and the actions
taken (Fig. 8). This information is useful for later analysis.
Once the work order is completed, the maintenance foreman or scheduler verifies that the work is done and closes
the work order.
Closed work orders are maintained in a history file. Information such as the root cause of the failure and actual labor
and material costs are also kept in the history file. Historical
infomation can be reviewed on-line. For example, all pre-
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where a particular part is used. When the Parts Catalog is
used with the Inventory Control module, inventory control
information, including primary stocking location and
minimum order quantities, is also entered.
Generic searches help identify parts or alternate parts
when one is unsure of the specific part number. For instance, a search of parts whose description includes ''%inch
valve" can be made.

6

Fig. 6. Work orders and tasks can be reviewed on-line by
selected criteria. Here all of the work orders listed have a
status Of PLAN.

vious work for a particular piece of equipment can be reviewed, When appropriate, historical information is archived to tape.
Parts Catalog
One of the challenges in the maintenance department is
to maintain accurate information about equipment and the
spare parts used to repair the equipment. In many cases,
this information is not kept up to date or the files are
difficult to find. HP Maintenance Management helps gain
control over this vital aspect of the maintenance department.
Using HP Maintenance Management, maintenance engineers identify and document the equipment that they
maintain and the spare parts used for the equipment. The
bill of material or structure relationships for the equipment
and spare parts are numbered and entered into the system.
The bill of material makes it possible to review all parts
for a piece of equipment, and to review all the equipment

Inventory Control and Purchase Order Tracking
Managing the inventory of spare parts is a necessity for
the maintenance department. The first step in controlling
inventory is to maintain accurate inventory counts and to
identify where each spare part is located. Accurate inventory balances must be available to the maintenance planner
so the proper spare parts can be planned for each order.
The Inventory Control and Purchase Order Tracking
module is used to track purchase orders and maintain inventory balances of all spare parts. A terminal is used for
on-line purchase order receiving. Inventory quantities and
left-to-receive quantities are immediately updated when
purchase orders are received.
If appropriate, the purchase order is closed. A receiving
document is printed to accompany the parts or the purchase
order for accounting control. If back orders exist for the
part being received, a document can be printed indicating
the quantities on back order and the departments and orders requiring the parts. Back orders are filled in date or
priority order. Material can be issued from the stockroom
for a work order, a back order, or extra use requirements.
A pick list, printed by releasing a work order on-line, is used
to identify which parts should be issued. All parts required
for a particular work order are issued by entering just the
work order number and an identifying number from the
pick list. Issuing can also be done by exception when the
need occurs. A partial issue can automatically create a back
order.
A purchase order to be issued to a vendor is entered at

LMP Corporation
Maintenance Department

-

number o f t a s k s f o r each s t a t u s

OPEN
48

Fig. 7. Management reports can be displayed graphically
andplottedusing HP Decision SupportGraphics (DSG/3000).

Flg. 8. When the work is complete, the maintenance technician uses this screen to record the cause of the failure. Failure
data can be reviewed at a later date, sorted by cause or
other criteria.
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a terminal in the purchasing department and includes
necessary tracking information such as quantities and due
dates as well as descriptive information. Blanket purchase
orders can be identified. The purchase commitment report
shows weekly cash requirements to meet the purchasing
plan.
Each part can be stored in multiple stocking locations
and in different warehouses. When multiple locations are
used, receipts and issues are tracked for each inventory
location. There is an audit trail of each transaction that
causes a change to inventory quantities. This audit trail
can be reviewed on-line.
Many work orders in the maintenance department are
planned for shutdowns or major projects. The spare part
requirements for these orders are reserved to ensure that
the parts will be available when work is started.
The ShortagelPreshortage report identifies parts that
might run out, based on the parts scheduled for current
work orders. An order point technique is used to launch
orders when the available inventory level drops below the
order point for the part.
Customizable Technology
HP Maintenance Management was developed using the
customizable technology tools used in HP Materials Management/30001-3 and J3P Production Management/3000.
These tools use VPlus/3000 and Image/3000 to support a
data-independent software environment. A central dictionary called APPDIC is used to store information about user
application data bases. Software systems such as HP
Maintenance Management then use the information in this
dictionary (an Image data base) to manipulate the data. In
this way, the customer has complete control over the appearance of the data. To change lengths of fields and other
data-oriented features, the user need only change APPDlC
and not any code. This makes customizable software products not only easier to modify by the customer, but also
easier to update and correct by HP. A system administrator
can customize parts of APPDIC while users are using the
system.
The Application Customizer' is one of the most attractive
features of the application. Information about the layout
of data bases, VPlus/3000 screens, and transactions is stored
in APPDIC. This information is entered and updated with
a screen interface. Data bases can be generated and modified with the Customizer. Formspec, the forms design util-

operation of the application.
The format is one of the important aspects of customizable applications. A format can describe a data set layout,
a VPlus screen, or a data file layout. The format contains
fields that can represent Image data items, VPlus fields, or
fields on a report or file record. The fields can have not
only the same data types as Image but also additional types
(e.g., 24-hour time, dates, display numeric, etc.). These
extra types enable additional data editing without having
to specify it in VPlus processing specifications. Each format
or field has a unique number associated with it. Although

users can change the format and field names, they cannot
change the numbers associated with those names. Fields
and formats can also be added by the user.
The formats for data sets can also have Image information
other than the fields. APPDIC identifies which fields (data
items) are sort and/or search items. It also tells which data
set formats are masters, automatic masters, or detail data
sets. While users can add automatic masters for data items,
they cannot delete those put in by the application programmer.
Users can define additional characteristics for screens.
The user can indicate to which s,creens to transfer control
from the current screen, based on the eight function keys.
More than one screen can use the same transaction: this
enables users to keep screens simple, since every screen
does not have to contain every field on a data set. The
application programmer specifies which fields are critical
for processing a transaction, so that these fields cannot be
deleted from the screen.
While users cannot change the code being executed, they
can request some additional processing. One way they can
do this is with processing specifications. Each screen can
have a list of operations to be performed on fields in the
formats. Users can also specify where the results of the
operations will go. These operations are performed before
updates are made to the data base.
If the user finds that more complex operations need to
be performed, the advanced custonlization (user exit) option may be purchased. User exits are customer-written
COBOL 11 procedures, which are loaded using the MPE
LOADPROC intrinsic and called during critical portions of
code execution. These procedures are passed buffers for
the appropriate data sets and the screen. The user can update the buffers used by the application and/or open other
data bases and update them. Users can indicate an error
by setting the value of a parameter. This lets the transaction
know that processing should stop. User messages can also
be displayed on the screen by setting the appropriate parameter.
Given that the user can customize the product so much,
the application programmer must use special intrinsics to
manipulate data, since crucial information about formats
and fields is not known until run time. Most of the information in APPDIC is put into extra data segment (EDS)files
so that accessing the information is quicker. The application programmer then uses Application Customizer (AC)
intrinsics to get this information from the EDS files or to
perform o p e r a t E i 3 T R i @ i Z R & t K ~ i A ~ f W i W f i i move, compare, add, multiply, divide, subtract, and so on.
These intrinsics use the unique field or format numbers
instead of the names, since the numbers cannot be changed
by customization. Since users can add fields to screens and
data sets, the AC'MOVECORR intrinsic was developed to
move corresponding fields from one buffer to another.
Software Productlvlty Tools
While the AC intrinsics make customizable applications
manageable, the parameter lists and code to load information from the EDS files into memory can make coding more
difficult. Consequently, the HP Administrative Productivity Operation (APO) developed a new tool specification

a
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The Need for Plant Maintenance
In facilities without a structured preventive maintenance program, emergencies account for 50%-90% of the maintenance
work and unorganized lubrication and service work account for
the rest. According to Joseph W. French, a senior maintenance
consultant in the Applied Technology Division of Du Pont, the
annual maintenance bill for US. business is in excess of $200
billion. This figure is increasing at the rate of 12% per year.
Furthermore, as manufacturing plants become more sophisticated, the always low supply of skilled technicians for equipment
maintenance has become critical. These technicians can no
longer be effectively used by hopping from one crisis to the next.
Company executives are being forced to look for a better management system for plant maintenance. The mode of operations
has to become planned and predictable.
The cost of production is also going up. High-technology
equipment costs money, and production managers are finding
that they cannot afford to keep it idle. Yet these high-tech
machines are more likely than ever to require regular maintenance to perform at peak efficiency. A computerized maintenance system is a must to keepthecomplex technology in tune.
Another driving force for better maintenance is the increasing
menufacbring centers and the just-in-time
ique in certain industries. Here the
uction is very sensitive to unplanned interru
high degree of coordination between production and maintenance is needed to keep these types of factories successful. In
a just-in-time system, the failure of one machine can shut down
an entire assembly line.
In the past, managers of maintenance departments have not
had the tools to handle the enormity and diversity of even standard operations. For many years this was a tolerable situation;
the inefficiency of maintenance was tolerated because maintenance was an overhead operation that wasn’t seen to be integral

..

.*.

system called Toolspec, along with customizer t o o l (CT)
intrinsics, and a Toolspec “compiler” (actually a code
generator) to make the use of AC intrinsics easier. The
Toolspec compiler generates code for a transaction that
w i l l use AC intrinsics t o load the formats from the EDS
files and get space for the data buffers. The compiler gets
i t s information f r o m TOOLDB, a data base that contains information o n w h i c h formats, fields, and w o r k files are being
used.
W i t h i t s screen interface, the Toolspec program allows
the entering of buffers and fields being used. Application
programmers can specify what names they want to use to
refer to data buffers for particular formats for a given transaction. Application programmers can also specify variables, w h i c h are names for given transactions for fields o n
particular buffers. Work files with sort criteria can also be
specified. The names of the buffers and variables can be
used in CT intrinsics, w h i c h call the AC intrinsics. Although
most f i e l d operations o n fields with AC intrinsics require
t h e format number, field number, and buffer address, the
CT intrinsics o n l y require the specification of the variable.
For example, ACADD, w h i c h adds t w o fields and puts t h e
result in a third field, requires 12 parameters. The corresponding CT intrinsic, CT’ADD, requires o n l y three parameters. Error messages are also p r i n t e d by the CT intrinsics.‘
The n e w intrinsics also provide improved functionality

to the success of production. The current reemphasis on manufacturing, especially high-quality automated manufacturing, has
changed this attitude.
Some industries have always known the importance of plant
maintenance. The customer letter that started HP Maintenance
Management was from a petrochemical processor. Maintenance
has always been a vital part of the petrochemical industry, and
indeed of most of the process industries, because the breakdown
of even one key part can disable a many-miles-square plant. In
1979, the top ten US. petrochemical companies alone spent
$3.4 billion on maintenance, 2% of the total expenditure in the
USA.
More recently, the capital-intensiveindustries, which use large
numbers of very expensive machines, have begun to make increased commitments to getting full and efficient use out of their
machinery. These companies, typified by the automotive and
aerospace industries, are trying to save production expense by
making better use of maintenance.
High-volume electronics manufacturers use the just-in-time
manufacturing technique to improve product quality and reduce
inventory costs. The success of this method of manufacturing
depends directly on minimum mach
time. While the machinery itself might not be ekpensive, the cost of having it and
the workers idle can be astronomical because of the high volumes involved. Moreover, improperly maintained equipment introduces poor quality that the production technique is designed
to eliminate.
There is clearly a need for an organized method of doing plant
maintenance. The key to HP Maintenance Management is its
focus on the central problems of plant maintenance: control or
requests for service, control of spare parts, control of skills use,
and planning of maintenance operations.

to the user. HP Maintenance Management i s the first c w tomizable manufacturing system to provide m a i n t a i n transactions, w h i c h can add, change, delete, and review data
1).In addition, the CT intrinsics
a l l in one step (see
a l l o w the use o f revi
-criteria transactions, w h i c h prol e data base inquiry system to the user
(see Fig. 6).Using these transactions, the user can specify
a l i m i t e d set of fields to be matched to the records o n the
data base. W h e n the transaction i s executed, t h e values
specified for these fields are compared to records in the
data base, and records that match a l l of the specified fields
are retrieved and displayed.
The entire product team participated in w r i t i n g a n extern a l specification (ES)based mostly o n customer input. Unl i k e previous ES efforts, w h i c h had concentrated m a i n l y
o n the technical aspects of the software package, the HP
Maintenance Management ES attempted to describe h o w
the product w o u l d appear to the users. The various l i f e
cycles or continuing processes of plant maintenance were
described inthis document using the jargon of maintenance
personnel instead of computer engineers. A simulator was
developed that mimicked the functions of the n e w product.
This simulator became part of the ES, enabling the lab team
to show the outside w o r l d h o w the product w o u l d l o o k
when it was completed. This simulator was used t o demonstrate HP Maintenance Management nearly t w o years
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before the final product was released.
In this atmosphere there was a lot of risk, but also a
chance to make new contributions. There were never preconceived notions about what we should do or could do.
A typical result was a comment by one of our first customers, who praised the ES because it had obviously been
written by maintenance engineers rather than computer
people!
We learned that success is possible in a market where
no one has set a standard. The key ingredient is responsiveness. Without widely accepted standards it becomes imperative to maintain constant contact between the customer
and the product team. The standards then are written in
the process of matching product to problem. To do this,
the development process must be short enough so that
prototypes of the product can be made available to selected
customers throughout the design process.
Perhaps another way of stating these lessons is this: the
“next bench” effect4works for software. By using our customers as the “next bench” we were able to meet a need
that we might not have seen within the company.
Development of HP Maintenance Management
HP Maintenance Management started with customers. In
fact, a customer wrote a letter asking if HP had a system
to computerize plant maintenance. It was evident from
preliminary investigation that a market for such systems
existed, and that HP could make a contribution.
Unlike most of the manufacturing areas for which HP
had developed software in the past, no external standards
existed in the plant maintenance area to serve as a basis
for a software product. Instead, customers provided information from the very beginning. HP engineers went to process companies and to HP field people to gather data about
plant maintenance. Because customers wanted the product
as soon as possible, a decision was first made to design
the product by making only slight modifications to an existing product, HP Materials Management/3000.’ Using existing software tools, HP Materials Management/3000 could
be tailored to meet the needs of the maintenance department instead of the production department. In this way,
the new software product could be developed quickly and
still remain compatible with the other HP Manufacturer’s
Productivity Network products.
However, slight modifications to HP Materials Management/3000 were not enough to make the right solution for
-phLmin.tmance, -Shean@naers &wmisd- that &e problem of making firm schedules for manufacturing parts
was much different from the problem of balancing work
orders, parts, and people in a situation where schedules
are always changing. HP Materials Management/3000 was
too rigid in some places, and too flexible in others. For
instance, the major goal of HP Materials Management was
reducing inventory to a minimum level. As a result, parts
without future demand gradually would disappear from
inventory. This was unacceptable to HP Maintenance Management since the future demand for a spare part is often
not known.
The stage for innovation was set. Although Materials
Management/3000 itself was not used, a good portion of

the Materials Managementl3000 code was modified for use
in the new system. The leverage gained by this move probably saved us over a year in development time.
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Development of a High-Performance,
Half-Inch Tape Drive
The design of a low-cost, high-density tape drive for backup
of large amounts of on-line computer system memory
requires a sophisticated combination of technologies and
careful project planning. This new drive’s greatly improved
reliability reduces maintenance costs and downtime.
by Hoyle L. Curtis and Richard T. Turley

ATISFYING EXISTING AND FUTURE customers
with products that are price and performance competitive remains a constant goal in the computer
equipment industry. Adding to the challenge is the desire
to maintain compatibility with earlie
vices while making the continuing pe
ments and cost reductions that customers have come to
expect from electronic product vendors. This is particularly
apparent in the technology of tape drives used as computer
peripherals.
Because of its versatility, a half-inch tape drive is often
selected to provide backup of computer system memory,
allowing recovery from system failures or other instances
of data loss. It is historically associated with the computer
industry to such an extent that often just the picture of a
reel-to-reel tape drive is used to convey the image of a
mainframe computer.
This identity is well-founded because of the different
roles that half-inch tape has played in the growth of the
computer industry. It was first used in 1952 by IBM in
their Model 726 tape drive, which had a storage density
of 100 bits per inch (bpi). Improvements have come on a
regular basis with storage densities of 1600 characters per
inch introduced in 1965, and 6250 characters per inch in
1973. Half-inch tape can be used for on-line memory, offline storage,backup memory, data interchange, transaction
logging, and software distribution. Although its use as online memory has all but disappeared because of its slower
access speed, the other uses continue to flourish. Because
of its early use in most computer systems, it is a universally
accepted medium for data interchange between computers
from different manufacturers. This has been assured by
international standards such as those administered by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI).l*’
Hewlett-Packard’s newest half-inch tape drive, the HP
7978A (Fig. I),is an industry standard nine-track, reel-toreel drive that provides improved functionality and reliability at a significantly lower cost. This tape drive is designed to provide HP computer systems with a reliable
backup device for large amounts of on-line disc memory
by placing up to 140 megabytes on a standard 10Vz-inch
reel. It also provides for the interchange of data with other
HP or non-HP computer systems by supporting both 6250
GCR (group coded recording) and 1600PE (phase encoding)

S

ANSI formats.
Compared with the earlier HP 7976A Magnetic Tape Subsystem which it replaces, the HlJ 7978A makes significant
contributions in several areas. The HP 7978A is half the
cost and five times more reliable. Additional improvements
include better d
ility (fullparity checking on intersumption at under 400
than 60 dBA), and improved serviceability (30 minutes

Fig 1. Designed to back up computer systems with large
amounts of on-line disc storage, HPs newest half-inch tape
drive, the HP 7978A, features high performance and increased reliability for a low cost. This streaming tape drive
uses both 6250 GCR and 1600 PE storage formats.
MARCH 1985 HNYLEll-PACI(ARD JOURNAL 11

MTTR). These attributes were gained by combining a market-driven product definition, a good technical implementation, and proper project execution. While these three
areas may seem obvious, their correct sequencing and interaction are the heart of both the product and the project.
Product Definition
When HP’s Greeley Division surveyed the market for
contributions that could be made in half-inch tape drives,
they found cost of ownership (purchase price plus maintenance costs) to be the highest on the list of customer concerns. Increased reliability was also found to be an area
where HP could make a contribution. The study noted that
the complexity of existing tape drives was primarily responsible for their high cost and low reliability. This complexity was required to provide the performance needed
to achieve a high data rate. However, raw performance
means little if a system cannot use it, so extensive modeling
of entire computer systems was conducted.
Prices in the tape drive industry had not followed the
cost reduction trends experienced by the rest of the computer industry, making the cost of a tape drive an increasingly larger percentage of the system price. An astounding
increase in magnetic disc storage on systems meant that
backup time had become an increasing burden on system
uptime. This trend created a demand for higher capacity
and faster transfer rates, which could only be satisfied by
a drive capable of using the 6250 GCR format. Because of
the large tape libraries at most computer centers and the
need to interchange data, it was apparent that the older
1600PE format should also be usable in a new tape drive.
The task then became the definition of a tape drive that
could satisfy all of the customer needs and that would fit
into the HP computer family. While this may seem straightforward, the integration of a new peripheral into an extensive family of mainframes and a large diverse software base
proved to be no mean feat.
A number of studies were done to determine whether
current standards (either industry or HP) and/or leveraged
designs could be used in the HP 79781%definition, since

“1“!

I

I

this would reduce engineering effort and make development easier in general. The most obvious of these were the
previously mentioned ANSI data format standards for 6250
GCR and 1600 PE.’” Others included the HP-IB (IEEE 488)
interface and a command set leveraged from earlier tape
and disc drives. A powerful microprocessor (the 68000)
was chosen because development tools were already available for it in-house, left over from the design of the HP
9000 Model 226 Computer.
The choice of 6250 GCR as the recording format had
significant implications. This is currently the most advanced and complex recording technology used for tape.
It requires real-time encoding of data into a nine-track format with three bytes being added to every seven bytes of
data. Reading GCR data requires real-time decoding and
error correction of up to two bits per byte. A density of
9042 magnetic flux reversals per inch must be placed on
the tape. To optimize performance, a tape speed of 75 inches
per second (ips) is used for both reading and writing. A
rewind speed of 250 ips is used. The resulting drive provides a data rate of about 470,000 bytes per second.
Technical Implementation
An architecture had to be defined that would allow HP’s
technology, the market definition, and areas of leverage to
be combined into a viable product. See Fig. 2 for a highlevel diagram of the HP 7978A architecture. This architecture permitted the establishment of a detailed, low-level
product definition based on modularity with minimum
connectivity. Each module was then divided into submodules that reached a level of complexity that could be
assigned to individuals for implementation. A further benefit of the early architecture definition was allowing tests
to be designed for functional modules, both for internal
diagnostics and for manufacturing test.
After the overall architecture of the HP 7978A was established, it was possible to review the technologies that could
be best used to implement the product. The following
technologies became crucial to the final performance and
reliability of the HP 7978A:
(continued on page 14)
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Fig. 2. Basic architecture of the HP 7978A Magnetic Tape Subsystem.
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LSI technologies of various forms are used in the HP 7978A
Magnetic Tape Subsystem. The decision to uselSl was made
early, allowing certain advantages during the development of
the product. There are a number of good reasons to use custom
and semicustom LSI circuits in addition to standard off-the-shelf
LSI components. Among these are reductions in cost and size.
Although not of direct importance in a large tape drive, certain
advantages come from size reduction. The reduction in parts
count directly affects large system problems such as noise, propagation delay, and timing. In addition, the use of LSI circuits
reduces the need for complex designs, thereby reducing the
problems associated with these designs.
When LSI components are used, the power supply requirements are greatly reduced, because the number of parts required
is vastly reduced. An example of this is the HP 7978As read formatter electronics. Were it not for the use of two LSI parts, hundreds of off-the-shelf partswould have been required (see article
on page 19).
Architectural freedom is a prime motivation for using custom
Icomponents. Having the freedom to decide
uited for design and being able to implement
functions not found in standard off-the-shelf parts allows the designer to go straight to the solution with fewer restrictions.
Design Philosophy
The very nature of LSI technology lends itself well to the “Do
it right the first time!” strategy used within quality circles. In
keeping with this strategy, the approach for the HP 7978A was
to design for LSI from the start. This affected the architecture
and design strategy a great deal.
A primary consideration was tool development. HP’s Greeley
Division‘s strategy was aimed at developing tools for LSI design
and making those tools available to every designer. In addition,
the support of development projects such as the HP 7978A was
of primary concern. Each custom LSI chip developed for the HP
7978As electronics was done by two designers and one of the
designers was provided by the HP 7978A design team. An efficient mix of LSI design skills, tools, and product knowledge resulted from this approach.
The Meadiconway approach to LSI design was chosen.‘ This
incorporated the use of lambda-based design having simplified
electricaland topological rules. Additionally, having two “tall-thin’’
designers on each custom part helped guarantee success. This
concept simply means that the designers are knowledgeable in
every aspect of the chip design from the highest level of architecture down to the layout of individual cells.
Software Simulation
The need to check the design to verify correctness led to the
use of software simulation of LSI on the HP 7978A. This was
chosen over emulation techniques for several reasons. First, it
was very easy to try new ideas and make modifications in software. In addition, the designer could choose the level at which
the design was simulated, thereby simulating only the most critical timing situations at the transistor level and keeping the remainder of the design at a much higher level.
Closing the loop on a design requires two steps. Initially, the
functional design must be completed. This requiresthe designers
to define the function of each subsystem thoroughly, beginning
at the topmost level. From the top, a functional decomposition

must be done to yield concise blocks that can be fit together
into a floor plan. These blocks should be fairly autonomous.
Software simulation of the architecture gives the designers confidence in the design and verifies algorithm correctness.
Once the functional design is complete, the second step, verification, requires a transistor-levellayout simulation.The simulator
we used was extracted directly from the layout of the chip. Verification requiresthat the chip be simulated using the same stimulus
as the functional simulator and the results compared with the
simulator’s results. Verification of the layout in this manner guarantees correctness,with the exception of critical timing situations.
Cells with layouts that are timing critical were checked using
HPSpice, a simulation program used to model the analog behavior of a circuit. lt is useful in modeling digital circuits where
timing information is important. An HPSpice deck was extracted
from the cell layout data and used by HPSpice. Once critical
timing matters were resolved, the layout simulator was used to
guarantee correctness.
This method of
*
that the designer

Following this procedure resulted in fully functional LSI parts.
Testing of these components in the HP 7978A yielded zero layout
mistakes and a very small number of design errors.
Architecture
The HP 7978A’s formatter function was broken down into two
blocks, the data path and the control for the data path. The
register-to-register construction of the data path fits well into the
structured MOS design methodology. In addition, extensive modulo 2 arithmetic with large numbers of lookup tables and registers
can be readily implemented using custom LSI. Once designed,
the channel was stepped and repeated to form the parallel 9-bit
environment inherent in the HP 7978A.
Controlling the data path using a series of state machines and
counters fits well into PIA-based logic. The technology chosen
for the HP 7978A was that of the universal synchronous machine
(USM) developed at HPs Greeley Division. Its ease of implementation and other benefits made the USM fit nicely into the “designed for LSI” strategy of the HP 7978A project.
A PIA-based synchronous machine allows simplicity of programming in the sum-of-products form. Within the USM, the PLA
area is segmented to allow its product lines to be broken and
independent or semi-independent PLAs to be constructed. Storage at the PLA outputs in the form of flip-flops and feedback
paths facilitates state-machine design. The flip-flops can be of
several types to allow even more versatility.
Where great flexibility was needed, or in the case where the
design did not have a good functional description, off-the-shelf
LSI components such as microprocessorswere used. The main
controller in the HP 7978A makes use of a Motorola 68000 and
the servo controller ISan Intel 8051.
Reference
1 C Mead and L Conway. Introduction to VLSl Systems, Addison-Wesley, 1980

Jimmy L. Shafer
Development Engineer
Greeley Division
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w LSI circuits
w Intelligent systems
Electronics/mechanics optimizations
w Modeling
w Magnetics
w Analog/digital electronics
w Precision mechanics.
LSI became a critical factor in implementing a high-reliability product by replacing approximately 1200 TTL parts
with eleven LSI circuits and 100 TTL support parts. Microprocessor control within the architecture allowed great
flexibility and improved stand-alone capabilities of the
product such as self-test and diagnostics. (Seebox, page 15.)
Electronic and mechanical optimizations, such as using
random-access memory buffers to match host system performance rather than high-speed and high-acceleration
mechanisms to do start/stop operations, allowed more reliability to be obtained and cost reductions to occur. Modeling
was an essential part of all design decisions. Models allowed us to predict system performance for various tape
drive parameters accurately. A tape drive specification was
not selected randomly, but rather based on its effect on
overall system performance. A good example is the chosen
tape readlwrite speed of 75 inches per second. A higher
speed was physically possible, but would not have provided improved performance in operation with a computer.
However, a rewind speed of 250 inches per second could
be implemented since no system interaction occurs and a
minimal rewind time is a performance goal.
The magnetic characteristics of the tape and the read/
write head were viewed both as a magnetics problem
(waveforms and bit shift) and as a communication theory
problem (transmission of data through various transforming media). At all times, data reliability was the most important design criterion.
Analog and digital electronics played roles in each sub-
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Fig. 3. Organizational growth model as discussed by
Greir~er.~

system. The read amplifier was an especially sensitive area
with large signal amplification needed and minimal noise
injection required for low error rates. The data buffer area
had to be designed both to accept and to transfer data
asynchronously, which led to a semicustom LSI controller
design.
Precision mechanics is the heart of the tape handling
system. The tape is sensitive and delicate and must be
guided precisely. Many component tolerances are held to
a few ten-thousandths of an inch to ensure a parallel tape
path from reel to reel. At 9042 flux reversals per inch, the
data can be easily distorted or destroyed unless exact speed,
acceleration, and tension control are maintained.
Working in the above technologies required a major commitment to design tools. These tools came from various
sources (HP proprietary, commercial CAD vendor, HP
64000 Logic Development System, etc.).
The architecture permitted design trade-offs that
minimized real effects and used HP’s strengths to a
maximum. This was particularly noticeable in the decisions on hardware versus software implementations. Major
revisions, such as the addition of “immediate response”
to improve system performance (see page 301, could be
made without a total redesign. The architecture was firmed
up by specifications that defined each design area. These
specifications were considered to be contracts between the
design engineers. If any deviation was proposed or required, a formal change in the appropriate specification
was made. With boundaries clearly defined, designs and
subsystem testing could be carried on concurrently. By
using this technique, designs with significantly different
characteristics (LSI, software, mechanics, etc.) could be
combined into a single product and efficiently managed.
The specifications and other related documentation were
put together in a book that was updated regularly and republished for anyone who needed data on the product or
its design project.
Program Management
Since this was the largest project that HP’s Greeley Division had ever undertaken, the plan for the project implementation received early attention. It was also very apparent that more than just an R&D team had to be assembled
if the HP 7978A project was to achieve the improvements
that other functional departments felt to be essential. These
covered the range from accurate cost estimates to manufacturability goals. Meeting HP’s corporate objective of significantly i m q r z i n a r o d u c t reliability, the HP-7978A des&
goal of lowering the failure rate of an half-inch tape drive
by a factor of five required a divisional commitment.
Thus, the project became a program very early. This program was centered around a business team, which drew
members from all departments in the division and the R&D
team. The milestones that determined when the project
was ready to move to the next phase of development were
established by these two teams. These goals formed a formal
development plan, which was published and used as the
final test to judge if a development phase was complete.
This a priori definition avoided many arguments about
what constituted a phase and limited discussion to considerations of whether or not a fixed set of goals had been
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The design of the HP 7978A tape drive was a challengingtask
involving large project groups and new technologies. Yet the
completion of the product effort was only the first step in making
the product successful. Without host system support, a new tape
drive cannot be used for its intended purpose. For all of its
capability, this new drive would remain unable to perform any
useful function without complete integration of the product into
computer systems. Initially this might seem as simple as writing
a quick software routine to transfer data from system disc drives
to the HP 7978A tape drive. However, an HP 3000 computer
system involves a very complex set of interacting subsystems
which all need to be considered when a new product is supported. The HP 3000 file system, tape drivers, diagnostics, and
intrinsic system functions had to be modified to take full advantage of the advanced features available in the HP 7978A. In
addition, complete environmental, EMC (electromagnetic compatibility), safety, reliability, and performance testing was required on all supported system configurations.Thus the addition
of an HP 7978A drive to an existing HP 3000 system represented
a complete product design in itself.
There are a few keys to successful system integration. These
keys are:
rn Designing the right product
Communicating well
rn Anticipating needs
a Using in-house expertise.
Designing the right product is a simple rule often overlooked
by product designers. Attributes of the right product include low
cost, high reliability, and high performance. However, just as
important are the attributes that make it easier to integrate the
product. Consistent architecture and 110 requirements make the
design of drivers easier. Advanced internal diagnostics must
complement system-level diagnostics. Complete and consistent
documentation of the product contributes to easier integration.
Timely and accurate communication IS the key to eliminating
confusion and providing rapid feedback on problems. The HP
3000 Computer is produced by HP's Computer System Division
in Cupertino, California. The HP 7978A is a product of HP's
Greeley Division in Colorado. Early in the program all of the key
players were identified with each department represented.Counterparts in each division were encouraged to interact directly
with one another. One manager in each division formed the primary contact and was charged with full responsibility for coordinating the efforts of that division. Face-to-face meetings were
held with all participantsfrom each division and each department.

achieved. Thus, the entire organization was always aware
of the goals for each development phase.
The goal of the business team was to manage the HP
7978A product development as a program. Other departments c o u l d assign members w e l l in advance of critical
interaction periods, permitting them to contribute t o the
conceptual definition of the product. Their continuing role
in the program ensured that the product was optimized in
a l l areas of concern. Each member of the business team
was responsible for publishing an interaction and support
p l a n that stated the exact relationship of that member's
department to the program.
The R&D team was i n i t i a l l y a n architectural d e f i n i t i o n
team with key members f r o m a l l relevant engineering disciplines. After the architecture was solidified, subteams

b

The frequency of meetings increased as deadlines approached.
This encouraged personal responsibility for assigned tasks.
Since the HP 3000 division had many programs proceeding in
parallel, this was an important way to focus everyone's efforts
on the HP 7978A periodically.
With two divisions committing large resources to the program,
it was imperative that all the required support be available when
it was needed. From the HP 7978A team's point of view, we
needed to provide everything required to make the other division's effort efficient and successful. We used PERT charts to
schedule all development and testing. This gave us a clear idea
of when prototype units would be required and in what quantity.
Since prototype HP 7978A drives were at a premium, it fell to
the coordinating manager to understand the HP 3000 division's
tests well enough to provide efficient scheduling. One of the
most difficult tasks proved to be the tracking of prototype
hardware upgrades. These upgrades usually consisted of ROM
changes, but often included hardware changes. It was critical
that these changes be coordinated and tracked so that errors
reported in the other division's testing could be appropriately
evaluated. Eventually we found that all prototypes had to be
upgraded at the same time so that there was never a question
of product "generation." A particularlysuccessful aspect of anticipating needs grew out of our own need for consistent and complete documentation. Since the HP 7978A project was large, it
was imperative that even early documentation be controlled.Valuable time can be lost when one engineer proceeds using dated
or erroneous information.Since our documentationwas standardized from the start, it made it much easier to provide everyone
with useful information before the information was needed.
Using in-house expertise to augment host division efforts was
very useful. Our division already enjoyed a proven reputation for
design and manufactureof reliable, high-qualityhardware products. Our coworkers from the HP 3000 division were software
experts drawn from the HP 3000 R&D labs. Thus our experience
made us the more logical group to work with the other division's
environmental test and reliability engineering departments on
hardwaretesting. To this end, we performed most of the required
system hardware testing, leaviog the HP 3000 R&Dteam to concentrate on driver development and software performance testing.

Richard T. Turley
Project Manager
Greeley Division

began detailed planning for the product. An early realizat i o n was that the use of LSI technology w o u l d be a n extremely important part of the HP 7978A. A separate project
group was formed t o ensure that appropriate processes a n d
tools were available (see box, page 13). Thus, f r o m i t s very
inception, the development of the HP 7978.4 was a multigroup project.
The early knowledge of this program's complexity a n d
potential staffing growth l e d the management team t o
evaluate the structure of the program and their o w n roles
in it o n a continuous basis. The management of complex
and dynamic projects can be viewed.as similar to organizational growth as detailed inreference 3. This model, s h o w n
in Fig. 3, implies that a number of crisis stages of management w i l l be reached as a n organization grows. This pattern
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was true for the HP 7978A program. As the size of the
organization and the complexity of the interactions increased, several management crises arose. In the early
stages the problem was the division of responsibility and
the span of control, so that the project managers felt that
each of them was a full partner in the program. Later, it
was realized that management specialists were required in
certain areas such as software or system integration. The
later stages of the program required that a program manager
make decisions across department and division boundaries.
Many management lessons were learned as the program
evolved. While none was unique or new, they still were
learned by the traditional methods of finding a problem
and working it out. The management team’s approach to
ensuring success was an outstanding experience, a classic
example of management by objectives. The objectives for
the product were agreed upon by the division’s functional
staff and the implementation was delegated to the responsible managers. The program was placed under a program
manager with each functional area providing resources to
ensure that the program was successful. Reviews were held
for major checkpoints or when serious issues surfaced.
The critical management tools for this program turned
out to be technical competence and flexibility, egoless and
noncompetitive management teams, willingness to experiment with the organization, immediate response to critical
issues, and ownership of all problems. This tool set allowed

a broad and changing group of managers to contribute to
the program effectively.
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Write and Read Recovery Sy
Half-Inch Tape Drive
by Wayne T. Gregory
HE ANALOG ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS connected
to the head assembly in the HP 7978A Magnetic
Tape Subsystem are responsible for writing and
reading data on the tape in an error-free manner. These
- ,w-€separated latQ h write electronics.
data protection, and read electronics.

T

Analog Write Electronics
The purpose of the analog write system is threefold. First
and foremost, the circuitry must ensure that data is never
accidentally altered or destroyed. Second, the circuit is
responsible for recording digital data in the form of magnetic flux transitions on half-inch-wide magnetic tape. This
second task must be accomplished such that the recorded
amplitude and flux transition spacing are within the limits
specified in the ANSI specification for data interchange
using half-inch magnetic tape. Last, this system must be
able to erase all data formats that have previously been
16 HEWLETT-PACKARD
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specifiec for half-inch tape by ANSI. These formats are 800
NRZI,’ 1600 PE,’ and 6250 GCR.3
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the analog write electronics. Control signals from the master controller set up
the current drivers for operationLn either PE (phase encoding) or GCR (group coded recording) mode and control
operation of the erase current driver. The other control
signals to the write system come from the write enable
sensor on the tape drive hub and from the system power
supply. These signals are used by the write enable electronics. The write system returns to the master controller
the write enable status and a signal that indicates that the
magnetic recording head is plugged in.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2 translates the digital data
signals from the write formatter to currents flowing in the
recording head. Since the magnetic flux generated by the
recording head is approximately proportional to these currents, the digital data becomes regions of alternating flux

on the magnetic media.

12v

The circuit is a m o d e differential current driver which

!

is used to switch current from either of the two windings
of the center-tapped recording head. Connected in the emitter circuit are two magnitude-controlling current sources.
One current source is set for a constant value and the other
is pulsed each time a data transition occurs. The commonbase transistors are used as an externally controlled writeprotect circuit.
The I-P 7978A uses a dc erase system which, when energized, sets up a constant magnetic flux across the half-inch
width of the recording tape. Whenever data is recorded,
the erase head is energized and the magnetic tape is passed
across it before reaching the data recording head. The erase
circuit is a simple switched current s o m e with write pro;;'tection features.
:';llnF. i, Write compensation is used during the recording of data
to improve the quality of the recorded flux transitions. This
compensation improves two undesirable attributes of the
bit shift caused by a low-frequency-response
m and baseline shift c
with a nomturating record
to understand the main cau
e output of the recording
mation of the responses caused by eac
Each transition produces an output pulse from the recovery
head with a pulse width that is a significant portion of the
nominal bit spacing (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, because of
the shape of the recording head fiux distribution and the
media motion, the pulse is not symmetrical.As can be seen
in Fig, 3, when two adjacent pulses are summed, the locations of their peaks are pushed apart. Since the digital
information is stored in the location of each peak (i.e., each
digital transition), compensation that decreases bit shift
yields a low recovery error rate and simplifies the recovery
problem. The HP 7978A's write compensation scheme reduces bit shift by effectively narrowing the isolated pulse
response so that the summation of two adjacent pulses
art. This is accomplished by
transition following
es the decay of the
, effectively narrowing the
is commonly used in halfinch magnetic tape recording, has been described in detail

;
;
;

5v

I

I

Flg. 2.

schematic of current driver for magnetic re-

cording

in articles and texts on magnetic
The same
circuitry also aids data recovery by improving the baseline
shift caused by the dc erase current. This improvement is
made by driving the write driver with more current when
it is recording a flux transition. This current is of the opposite polarity to the current generating the erase state flux.
Data Protectron
The recording and erase circuitry for a mass storage device must provide protection against accidental destruction
of data. This is true for any storage device and even more
true if the device is a backup device such as the HP 7978A.
The ANSI standards for half-inch data formats provide for
a plastic ring which fits into the back of each tape reel. If
this ring is removed, the tape is write protected. When a
tape reel is loaded on the HP 7378% an optical sensor
measures whether this write enable ring i s installed. This
information is reported to the master controller and on a
direct line to the analog write circuitry. If the write enable
ring is not installed on the tape reel, then the record and
erase circuits are disabled by hardware. The analog write

Clrcuit.
(from power supply) 7

9Q Q.
++

Compensation

Data

(from reel hub)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the
analog write system for the HP
7978A Magnetic Tape Subsystem.
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Fig. 3. Bit shift can occur when two adjacent signal pulses
of opposite polarity are recorded. The locations of their peaks
tend to be pushed apart on the tape.

circuit also reports to the master controller the state of this
write enable signal. Therefore, the write-protect condition
is signaled to the master controller by two different pieces
of hardware and the writejerase functions are disabled by
circuitry in the write/erase system.
Another condition that must be prevented is an accidental destruction of recorded data during a power-fail condition. The HP 7978A provides this protection by monitoring
the output of a signal generated from the primary switching
voltage on the system power supply board. When this signal
falls below a specified level, the write/erase system is held
in a special power-fail write-protect mode.
The final data protection scheme is a self-check used
by the master controller to verify that the erase and write
enable control signals are functioning properly. This allows
the master controller to detect faulty write or erase
hardware.
Working together, these write protect systems ensure that
valuable backup data is never lost through a system malfunction or during system power failure.

convert the flux transitions recorded on the tape to digital
transitions. This conversion must be accomplished without
altering the transition spacing by more than 1% relative to
the nominal transition spacing of the data rate.
As shown in Fig. 4, the read recovery system is a standard
recovery scheme which uses a preamplifier, low-pass filter,
active differentiator, and zero-crossing detector to convert
the magnetic flux transitions to logic-level signals. These
circuits, working together with an amplitude threshold detector, provide a recovery system that is capable of detecting dropouts and data gaps, automatic adjustment of system
gain level, and recovery with a 33-dB signal-to-noise ratio,
which adds less than 1% phase error.
The system preamp, which for noise reasons is mounted
close to the magnetic recovery head, provides a gain of 40
dB with a 3-dB bandwidth of about 10 MHz. After it is
amplified by the preamp, the data signal is amplified
further in an adjustable gain control stage which is capable
of providing a gain from 0 to 9 V N . The gain control stage
drives a passive fourth-order, linear-phase low-pass filter
which has a 1-dB bandwidth of about 400 kHz. After this
point, the signal is processed by the differentiator stage.
The differentiator converts the amplitude peaks to zero
crossings by passing the signal through a bandpass filter
function that has a peak amplitude response around 500
kHz ( 1 . 5 ~the maximum data frequency) and then rolls
off at a rate of - 60 dB/decade. The signal is then input to
the zero-crossing voltage comparator and converted to a
TTL-level signal. The TTL signal is processed by the
amplitude threshold circuits to determine if a logic transition is valid data and then sent to the clock recovery phaselocked loop to be processed further.
References
1. Phase encoding, ANSI X3.39-1973.
2. Group coded recording, ANSI X3.54-1976.
3. Nonreturn to zero, inverted, ANSI X3.22-1973.
4. F. Jorgensen, Magnetic Recording, TAB Books, 1980, pp. 262
and 270.
5. L.E. Ambrico, “Pulse Crowding Compensation for Magnetic
Recording,” ComputerDesign, Vol. 11,no. 6, June 1972,pp. 55-60.

Analog Read Electronics
The purpose of the analog read recovery system is to
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of analog
read recovery system.
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for Half-Inch Tape Data Storage
by Jimmy L. Shafer

EAD RECOVERY and read/write formatting of the
nine-track data in the HP 7978A Magnetic Tape
Subsystem are fairly complex tasks. Made up of four
major assemblies, the digital formatting and control electronics handles read formatting, write formatting, data deskewing, clock recovery, and on-board diagnostics. The
system is designed to support both GCR (group coded re.cording)
and PE (phase encoding) formats in a transparent
manner. To minimize board space and reduce cost, the
functions are heavily integrated.

R

i
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Read Formatter

The read formatter in the HP 7978A must read and decode data, correct errors, and detect problems in the retrieved and corrected data. The read formatter design (Fig.
1) centers around two LSI parts. The Read IC is a custom
LSI chip that contains the data path portion of the design.
A semicustom LSI chip is used to implement the read formatter controller for the data path. Together, the two integrated circuits perform the task of formatting the read data,
which includes error correction and detection.
The Read IC is largely composed of a register-to-register
data path that is controlled by the read formatter controller.
The Read IC makes use of synchronous logic design and
is required to run at a slower clock rate than would otherwise be possible with TTL design. The result is that the
Read IC contains pipelining to allow parallel calculations
while the data propagates along the path. In this way, an
MOS design structure is maintained. The cost of pipelining
in LSI is relatively cheap, thereby justifying the trade-offs.
GCR Format Architecture. The overall block diagram for
the Read IC appears in Fig. 2.This block diagram includes
the circuitry used for all three data formats. Some portions
of this circuitry are used less extensively for particular
formats. The data path consists of a 5-to-4-bit converter,
mark detection circuitry, error detection circuitry, error
correction circuitry, track-in-error accumulator, and error
correction verification. The chip architecture is based

primarily on the requirements of the GCR data format. ANSI
Standard X3.54-1976 gives the details of this format,' but
the following brief overview should be enough to understand the read formatter.
The GCR format is designed to add sufficient data redundancy so that errors in up to two tracks of recorded data
can be corrected. To make this possible, the data is divided
into seven-character blocks. An eighth character must be
added to complete a data group. This character is supplied
by the error correction character (ECC.)l The ECC is formed
by using the preceding seven data characters as input to a
polynomial generator. Each data group is divided into two
four-character subgroups (see Table I).
Each subgroup of four characters (including the parity
bits) is now expanded to a storage subgroup of five characTable I
Data Group to Storage Group Conversion
Data Group
Physical
Tape

Data
Subgroup

Tracks

"A"

1

DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
PPPP

2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
Group
Positions:

StorageGroup

Data
Subgroup

Storage
Subgroup

Storage
Subgroup

"A"

"8"

DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDD

DDDE
DUDE
DDDE
PPPP
DDDE
DDDE
DDDE
DDDE
DDDE

xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 1 0

DDDD

"B"

NOTE: Data is recorded in %hit characters (across the tape) in blocks lo-hits long. This
90-hit group is called a "storage group." Before conversion to the recorded code values,
there are eight linear hits made up of seven data hits and one check hit. This group of
72 hits is called a "data group."

~

Deskewed and Decoded Data

-

..

.- ,

Fig. 1. Block diagram of read formatter subsystem for HP 7978A
Magnetic Tape Subsystem.
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ters. This is done by taking four bits, one from the same
bit position of each character, and translating them to a
5-bit code as defined by the ANSI standard. (See Table I1
for conversion definition.) When reading, these 5-bit storage subgroups must be decoded back into the 4-bit data
subgroups. This is handled by the 5-to-4-bit converter
within the Read IC.
Data reliability has already been enhanced three ways.
First, the extra bits added to the data groups increase the
Hamming distance* between data bytes, making it less
likely to read one byte as another. These bits are actually
added to ensure that no more than two zeros occur in a
row, making self-clocking possible with NRZI (nonreturn
'The number of symbol places in which two words of the same length differ from one
another Also called the Hamming metric

Table II
Record Code Value8
DataValuer,
(Group PoslUons:
1 to 4/5 to 8)

R w d Storage Value8
(Group Positions:
ltO5/6tolO)

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

11001
11011
10010
10011
11101
10101
10110
10111
11010
01001
01010
01011
11110
01101
01110
01111

to zero, inverted) encoding. Second, a parity bit is included
to identify characters with single-bit errors. Finally, the
ECC contains redundant information about the data in the
group, making it possible to determine which bits, if any,
are in error. The read electronics also provides track-inerror signals for any track with low output or excessive
phase delay, thus increasing the correction capability.
As an extra margin of safety, the GCR format is designed
to ensure that any data bit changed as the result of an error
correction is one that really should have been changed.
The format uses two overall cyclic redundancy checks (CRC
and Auxiliary CRC)as verifications for data integrity. The
checks are meant to indicate the occurrence of errors, but
they have no capability to correct them. Two CRCs are used
so that one will identify any errors that the other is incapable of detecting. CRCs (like the ECC) are generated by
modulo 2 polynomial arithmetic. This arithmetic is performed by the read formatter and the results are compared
to the CRC and ACRC supplied with the data, thereby verifying both good and corrected data.
The CRC is used in its own group, known as the CRC
group. The CRC group also contains a character called the
residual character. This character is two counts (modulo
32 and modulo 7) of the number of characters in the full
data block. The modulo 7 count indicates how many valid
data characters will appear in another group called the
residual group, and the modulo 32 count is used to determine whether an odd or even number of characters exist
in the block.
The residual group (see Fig. 3) contains other information
of interest. It contains any extra data characters when there
are not seven characters left to make a group. Thus the
residual group will contain at most six valid data characters
for the entire record. Pad characters are added as required
to ensure that six characters in the residual group are filled.
The seventh character is the ACRC. This group is treated
as any other. An ECC is generated and the &character group

c

Detect an(

Deskew

I

MARKZ.
SYNC. TERM

Fig. 2. Block diagram of custom LSI Read IC used in the read formatter.
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is translated to a 10-character storage group.
The CRC and ACRC are arranged in the architecture so
that the CRC generator can include the ACRC as an input
to its polynomial. The CRC also makes use of whatever
pad characters are inserted into the data blocks while the
ACRC does not. However, both the ACRC and the CRC are
grouped into 7-byte data blocks. Each of these blocks has
an ECC generated and appended at the end. The blocks are
then translated into two 5-character storage subgroups as
illustrated by Tables I and II.
The blocks described so far have explained the generation of data groups, the CRC group, and the residual group.
All that remains in any data record are the control marks.
Control marks include the preamble, the postamble, the
resync fields, and the end mark. Referring to Fig, 3, the
preamble is used to announce the arrival of a data block
under the read head. It identifies the beginning of the record
with the TERM and SECOND marks. It provides 14 sync
subgroups to allow the read electronics to sync with the
data. A MARK1 indicates the arrival of d-ata. Next, a set of
156 data groups is written on the tape. This set is followed
by a resync burst to allow the read electronics to re1
its position. A resync burst consists of a MARK& two
and a MARKl. This sequence of 156 data groups followed
by a resync burst continues until all data (except for any
residual amount of data less than seven characters) is written to the tape. Now an end mark is written. Following the
residual group and the CRC group, a postamble is written.
The postamble is a mirror copy of the preamble except that
the last character ensures that the tape will be left in the
unfluxed state. The postamble signals that the end of the
block has occurred and can be used as a preamble if the
tape is read backwards.
Additional control marks can be written outside of a data

block. These marks serve to identify the start of the tape
and indicate the recording format being used. In the GCR
format, there is an automatic read amplification burst to
help calibrate the read electronics to the signal levels on
the tape. Finally, a tape mark is available for the host computer to use to indicate file bounds. Interblock gaps appear
between data blocks or tape marks.
This discussion leads to the use of the mark detect function indicated on the Read IC block diagram (Fig. 2).This
block contains nine decoder PLAs (programmable logic
arrays). The Read IC decodes the control marks with each
clock and the read formatting controller decides which
ones are valid. These marks become internally generated
stimuli that are used in the read formatting controller for
decision making and timing of control functions.
PE Format Architecture. The Read IC can read data in the
phase encoding format at 1600 characters per inch.2 Referring to the data path block diagram (Fig. 21, the PE data
path uses the GCR data path with certain areas used less
extensively. Transition information from the read head is
encoded to include a phase and data window for each byte,
according to ANSI Standard X3.39-1973. The PE format
has no imbedded control marks or any redundancy codes.
The data block consists of a preamble, the data, and a
postamble. The only additional marks are a format identification at the beginning of the tape and tape marks included
at the host computer’s option.
PE guarantees that a transition occurs in every data window. Each phase window (level restoring) may have a clock
transition, depending upon the data to be written and the
previous state of the tape.
Read Interfircing. As shown in Fig. 1,the interface for the
read formatter is made up of three functions. The first is
the interface to the master controller. The read formatter
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Fig. 3. GCR tape format. Legend: D=data character, H=pad or data character, X=residua/
character, E = ECC, C = CRC, N = ACRC, L =last character, and B = CRC or pad character.
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write formatter subsystem.

accepts information from the master controller that indicates the density of recording and the mode of operation.
A status word indicating the success of the read operation
is accessible via this interface to the master controller. Finally, the master controller can access the byte count to
determine the number of bytes passed through the read
f ormatter.
The data buffer interface allows the read formatter to
pass the corrected and formatted bytes to the data buffer.
A full handshake occurs between the two functions to ensure data integrity. The data is in the form of an 8-bit byte
with a parity bit.
The last function is the data detect and deskew interface.
This function deskews the data before sending it to the
read formatter. In addition to the nine data tracks, nine
track-in-error pointers are generated by the deskew function
and provided to the read formatter through this interface.

-

include tape marks, density IDS, and automatic read
amplification bursts.
Two LSI parts make up the heart of the write formatter
design (Fig. 4). The Write IC is a custom CMOS LSI chip,
which makes up the data path of the write formatter. The
other LSI chip, a semicustom design, forms the write controller. Some TTL circuitry, including a FIFO (first-in, firstout) buffer, makes up the remainder of the system.
Using the register-to-register pipelining scheme previously mentioned for the Read IC, the Write IC forms the
data path portion of the design. Like the read formatter, it
is synchronous and controlled externally by its controller,
the write controller, The Write IC is implemented using
HP's NMOS-CP process and replaces approximately 90 SSI/
MSILSI parts, thereby reducing cost and enhancing reliability. As shown in the block diagram (Fig. 5), the circuit
consists of a parity checker, a 7-byte-deep shift register,
polynomial generators for CRC, ACRC, and ECC characters,
a residual character generator, a 4-to-5-bit encoder, a control mark generator, a phase/flux encoder, and multiplexers
for controlling the flow of data across the chip.
Write Interfacing. Referring to Fig. 4,the interface for the
write formatter is made up of three functions. The master
controller indicates to the write formatter the mode of operation and the density of recording across a command
interface. Also, the master controller issues to the write
formatter the type of block that needs to be formatted. These
include data, tape mark, or some other control burst. The
status of the write operation can be read by the master
controller across the status interface.
Next is the data buffer interface. Eight-bit bytes of data
are sent across this interface with a parity bit. An end-ofdata (EOD)bit accompanies the last byte. A full handshake
takes place between these two subsystems to guarantee
data integrity.
Finally, the write formatter interfaces to the write electronics. This is accomplished using a FIFO buffer. The
purpose of the FIFO buffer is to create a synchronization
boundary between two asynchronous systems. Data leaves
the write formatter system in nine-track form.

Write Formatter
The format recorded on the tape by the HP 7978.4 is
selected by the host. For GCR, the write formatter must
encode the data into GCR storage groups, which include
Data Detect and Deskew
the error correction character ECC. Also, control groups
Before the read formatter can attempt to read the data,
must be inserted into the data stream properly to meet the
the
data bits must be realigned across the nine tracks. Misspecifications according to ANSI. PE data also requires
control groups, but not the error correction information. alignment of the bits is caused by mechanical variances
(such as head skew) and electrical propagation delays. The
To hilow read verification, the cyclic redundancy checks
job of realigning the ninsbit bytes is done by the data
must be calculated and inserted into the data stream. In
-dett&and.deskm @Dl3) eirmi+ry3n-ad$thto realigning
ad&cfsrr to tfxmruthrha~
mq~.~I~e-d-"byTi~~su~oned
the data in the nine tracks, this circuitry must also identify
formats must be generated by the write formatter. These
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of

custom LSI Write IC used in the write formatter.
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the type of burst under the head and report this information
to the master controller. This allows the master controller
to manage the read/write operations appropriately.
In Fig. 6,the block detection portion of the architecture
can be seen. Track activity recognition is fed to the master
block detect to allow a tally to be done €orblock detection
purposes. Block type information is relayed to the master
controller. In addition, gap information is sent to the read
formatter and to the servo controller.
The job of recognizing track activity is performed within
each of the slave deskew subassemblies. The slave deskew
subassemblies are implemented using semicustom LSI
chips called USMs (universal synchronous machines; see
box, page 13). There are two tracks of slave deskew in each
40-pin USM, requiring that five of these chips be used.
The nine slave deskew subassemblies send their track
activity information to a single USM called the master block
detect. Here, a tally of this information is used to determine
the type of block currently under the head. These include
data blocks, automatic read amplification bursts (in GCR),
tape marks, and density IDS. Upon encountering a new
block type under the head, the DDD circuitry interrupts
the master controller and makea this information available
to it. In addition, the master block detect USM acts as an
interface to the master controller. A bidirectional readiwrite
port allows handling of commands and status. Information
from the master controller is relayed to the remainder of
the DDD circuitry by the master block-detect USM.
In addition to detecting track activity, the slave deskew
USMs must also detect control marks for deskewing the
data. This requires that each track identify sync marks
within the data stream and report this information to the
master deskew USM. Each slave deskew USM has control
over its individual FIFO buffer. These 64 x 4-bit buffers
allow deskewing across the nine data tracks and create a
synchronization boundary between the clock recovery subsystem and the DDD circuitry.
To ensure that the maximum allowable skew of 25 bits
is not exceeded, the master deskew USM checks the skew
and can force the release of the FIFO buffers as necessary.
A majority vote is taken by the master deskew USM to
determine when enough of the tracks have been deskewed
to recover the data. In all cases, the master deskew USM

will wait as long as possible to allow all nine tracks to be
desbcewed.
Error pointers are generated within the deskew portion
of the DDD circuitry. These track-in-error pointers accompanying each track are an accumulation of the lock-detect
information provided by the clock recovery subassembly
and the internally generated error information of the DDD
circuitry. Tracks that cannot be deskewed and “dead
tracks” fall in the second category.
As shown in Fig. 6,the DDD subassembly interfaces to
the master controller, the clock recovery circuit, and the
read formatter. Data into this subassembly is from the clock
recovery circuitry in the form of nine tracks of data accompanied by individually recovered clocks. An indication of
data integrity from the clock recovery circuitry in the form
of a lock-detect signal also accompanies each data track.
Deskewed data leaves the subassembly and is sent to the
read formatter with error pointers indicating bad tracks.
The data is strobed to the read formatter in 9-bit bytes and
a full handshake is done between the two systems.
The master controller has access to information about
what type of block is currently under the head, as well as
information about the success of the deskew operation.
Blocks are verified by the data detect and deskew circuitry,
both when they are written and when they are read.
Clock Recovery
The clock recovery board contains nine channels, each
made up of a phase-locked loop and a discriminator (Fig.
7). The phase-locked loop reconstructs a data clock that is
used to clock the data into the DDD circuitry. Detection
of phase lock and loop control are performed by the discriminator.
The phase-locked loop for each channel is made up of
the phase detector, filter, bias network, and VCO as shown
in the block diagram. Each loop feeds back the data clock
signal DCLK to the phase detector where it is compared
with the incoming data and correction is applied to the
VCO. The amount of correction is determined by the phase
detector. The filter integrates the correction signal and filters out high-frequency phenomena such as bit shift, asymmetry, and noise. The resulting error voltage is filtered and
applied to the VCO.

Flg. 6. Block diagram of the data
detect and deskew circuitry.
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Fig. 7.

Typical channel of the clock recovery subsystem with common control circuits.

The discriminator is a state machine that creates two
signals. The lock detect signal LD is sent to the data detect
and deskew section of the formatter board. This signal indicates when the probability is high that the loop has acquired the data and is locked.
CLAMP is the second signal created by the discriminator.
It is used to select between data entering the phase-locked
loop or the write clock. The write clock is the data rate
clock created on the write subsystem for writing data to
tape. The ability to switch between the two is used to force
the loop to maintain lock to a frequency that is very close
to the actual data frequency. If CLAMP is true, forcing the
loop to lock to the write clock, and data is encountered,
the discriminator sets CLAMP low, allowing the loop to
acquire real data. Whenever an extensive dropout occurs
(128windows without data) the discriminator sets CLAMP
high, forcing acquisition to the write clock.
Control signals from the master controller determine the
environment in which the phase-locked loop is expected
to function. When the density of recording is changed from
GCR to PE, the loop switches its divide-by-N circuitry by
a factor of three to allow recovery at PE densities.

Diagnostics
Diagnostics have been built into the read electronics to
allow self-test capability. Two modes of this self-test can
be selected by the master controller. One mode loops data
from the data buffer through the write formatter, data detect
and deskew circuitry, and read formatter back to the data
buffer. This mode checks the formatter subsystem. Errors
can be injected by allowing the master controller to select
various tracks to be “killed.” In this way the error correction
capability of the read formatter can be checked.
Second, the data can be looped in a similar fashion with
the addition of the clock recovery subassembly. This checks
the clock recovery circuit’s ability to acquire the data and
maintain lock. In addition, the inherent delays associated
with the electronics force the data detect and deskew subsystem to perform synchronization and deskewing.
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Q Streaming Tape Drive Hardware Design
by John W. Dong, David J. Van Maren, and Robert D. Emmerich

'

S A STREAMINGTAPE DRIVE, the HP 7978A Magnetic Tape Subsystem requires much simpler
mechanical and electrical hardware then a start/
stop drive with a capstan motor. The main items that are
simplified are the tape path hardware and the servo electronics. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the HP 7978A. A
starvstop capstan drive would require another motor as
well as an extra tape buffering device. Capstan motors and
tape buffering devices are fairly expensive. Eliminating
these items reduces the factory cost substantially.
The HP 7978A uses t w o controllers to run the drive, a
master controller and a servo controller. Based on a 68000
microprocessor, the master controller controls the data path
electronics, the HP-E! (IEEE 488) interface, the front-panel
display and keyboard, and the servo controller. The servo
controller, which uses an 8051 microprocessor, controls
the tape movement servo system and corresponding
mechanical hardware.
Performing the same function on both drives, the data
path electronics for a start/stop drive are very similar to
the electronics for a streaming drive. The data path electronics are much more complex in a drive that uses the
group coded recording (GCR) method of formatting data.
In previous tape drives, this method of formatting data was
implemented in TTL circuitry. The HP 7978A tape drive
uses LSI components to reduce the data path electronics
parts count from thousands to hundreds, resulting in a
great increase in reliability and a large reduction in cost
(see box on page 13).

The HP 7978A tape path has several major components:
the main casting, the head plate assembly, the buffer assembly, the speed sensor, the supply hub and motor, and the
take-up reel and motor. The latter five components are
mounted on the main casting as shown in Fig. 2.
These components serve two major functions. The first
is to guide the magnetic tape past the head in a predictable
manner, compatible with the standard written tape formats
used by the HP 7978A. These include the usual tracking
and constant-speed constraints. Nine-track tape drives also
have the additional constraint of writing the nine parallel
bits of a single byte within a given distance along the tape.
The distance is specified by the established tape format for
compatibility. This is the skew requirement, which for the
1600 PE (phase encoding) format is 625 microinches over
the width of the half-inch tape.
The HP 7978A tape path is designed to minimize skew
caused by the variations in the positions of various components. These effects were modeled by treating the tape as
a cantilever beam with four supports. These supports are
the buffer and speed rollers and the two fixed guides on
the head plate assembly.The model worked well in predicting the effects of component variances on skew, and was
used in determining the final positions and allowable tolerances of the various tape path components.
The second major function of the tape path components
is to move the tape gently and without damage from one
reel to the other. This is facilitated by minimizing the

Fig. 1. Block diagram of HP
797BA Magnetic Tape Subsystem. This half-inch tape drive is
based on a streaming tape design
as opposed to the more common
startlstop tape drive designs.
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number of components touching the tape. Only seven items
contact the tape between reels. Only three of them contact
the oxide side of the tape, which is the side where the data
is written.
The rollers are set at less than ten minutes of arc from
perpendicular to minimize edge stresses on the tape. High
edge stresses are one of the major causes of tape damage
and subsequent loss of data. The spring washers on the
fixed guides, which help guide the tape, exert a very low
edge pressure on the tape, gently persuading the tape to
move up against a known reference edge to minimize offtrack errors. The tape cleaner has five ceramic blades, each
flat on top. The resulting ten edges, two per blade, remove
loose oxide and other debris as the tape passes over them.
These blades exert a low contact pressure on the tape compared to other tape cleaner designs using sapphire or
tungsten carbide blades, which exert a very high contact
pressure on the tape.
These low edge and contact pressures are easy on the
tape, but they are also easy on the components themselves.
The components of the tape path are designed to achieve
an 8000-hour tape running life. With the exception of the
main casting, these components are modular. Since they
are precisely set at the factory, none of the components
require any adjustments when they are replaced by service
personnel in the field. In comparison, most other half-inch
tape drives require the use of specially written tapes and/or
special height adjustment tools to replace some of their
major tape path components.
One of the major components that requires no adjustment
is the head plate assembly. The two fixed guides, the tape
cleaner, and the magnetic head are mounted together on
this assembly. To obtain the modular, no-adjustment feature, the magnetic write gaps must be aligned to one half
minute of arc. This is done by mounting the head on an
adjustable tongue integral to the head plate as shown in
Fig. 3. A differential screw with a pitch of 288 threads per
inch provides the fiae mechanical adjustment necessary.
The head is mounted on the tongue so that the write and
read gaps are centered above the tongue’s pivot point. This
is done so that the off-track error caused by the skew adjustment is negligible. The full travel of the skew adjustment
causes an off-track error of only 60 microinches.

Speed /
Sensor

Fig. 2. Main casting assembly andlocation of tape-path components for the HP 7978A.

The magnetic head is ceramic coated to meet the 8000hour design life. The fixed guide washers are made of
alumina ceramic, as is the tape cleaner. This very hard
material resists the abrasive action of the tape very well
and enables these parts to meet the design life.
The 8000-hour design life also applies to the buffer assembly. The tape is very abrasive on its edges where it is
slit to size. Therefore, the roller flanges are chrome plated
to reduce wear. In tape drives, one of the major causes of
bearing failure is lubricant washout caused by the liberal
use of tape-drive cleaning solutions. The rollers on the buffer
assembly use shielded bearings and plastic caps to prevent
cleaning solutions from washing out their lubrication.
The buffer assembly is an important part of the tape servo
system. It maintains the tape tension and helps buffer the
servo from any major tape movement to which the tape
servo can’t respond. Therefore, the servo requirements
played a major role in the design of the buffer assembly.
The amount of tape buffering was increased several times
and the effective mass of the tension arm was reduced to
enable the tape servo to function well.
The buffer assembly uses a differential optical sensor,
which uses a slotted mask over two phototransistors. The
optical sensor gives absolute position feedback to the tape
servo telling the location of the buffer assembly arm.
The tape servo also influenced the speed sensor design.
The speed roller diameter was optimized to minimize the
effective inertia on the tape. This also helps reduce the
chance of the tape’s slipping on the roller during high tape
accelerations. The roller is grooved to prevent tape slippage
by allowing air to escape from between the tape and the
roller. The sensor itself is an HP one-thousand-line optical
encoder. The roller is made of hard-anodized aluminum
and is designed to last 8000 hours.
During development of the HP 7978A, a very interesting
tape vibration problem occurred. It was a high-pitched
squeaking sound, which occurred while the tape was running. The sound could be turned off by pushing the lower
fixed-guide spring washer away from the tape. The tape
and the washer were acting as a spring mass system. If the
spring-mass-system resonant frequency was close enough
to the longitudinal resonant frequency of the tape, a squeak
would result. The longitudinal resonant frequency of the
tape is determined by the length of tape between the rollers
on the buffer arm and the speed sensor.
Once this was understood, the problem was solved by
changing the two resonant frequencies so that they were
farther apart and wouldn’t couple into each other. Changing the longitudinal resonant frequency by changing the
distance between the rollers was undesirable in terms of
design time, skew, and the need to minimize the solution’s
impact on the other components. The mass of the washer
was therefore increased, reducing the spring mass resonant
frequency substantially below the longitudinal resonant
frequency of the tape span.
Servo
The HP 7978A’s servo system is responsible for all tape
handling and motion control across the r e a d h i t e heads.
A major design criterion was to provide this motion control
at a constant tape velocity with minimum speed or tension

e
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servo is following its new velocity profile input, the tension
servo, which knows nothing of tape speed profiles, sees a
perturbation error in its own control systemtension
error. The slave tension servo then attempts to reduce this
tension error, and in so doing, it effectively forces the tape
speed of the supply reel, which it controls, to match exactly
the tape speed of the take-up reel, which the master servo
controls.
The velocity servo is a Type I control system which uses
integral-plus-proportional control action. It is primarily a
digitally controlled servo system implemented using a digital position encoder, an 8051 microprocessor, a digital-toanalog converter (DAC), a motor drive amplifier, and the
take-up reel motor (seeFig. 4).The position encoder increments or decrements a counter in response to tape motion.
The counter is read by the processor at precise, fixed time
intervals to determine the speed. The processor performs
the necessary control calculations and outputs a voltage to
the motor drive board via the DAC. This voltage is amplified
and applied to the appropriate speed-controlling motor,
the take-up motor, which then moves the tape onto the
take-up reel past the speed encoder, thus completing the
speed control loop.
The tension servo is also a Type I control system which
uses series lead compensation as well as feedforward control action. It is primarily an analog control system consisting of a buffer arm assembly, a motor drive amplifier, and
the supply reel motor (see Fig. 4).The intelligence for this
servo resides in the buffer assembly, which senses the actual buffer arm position using a differential optical sensor
and provides the appropriate servo lead compensation. The
output of the buffer assembly is summed with the D-to-A
Servo Design
converter output of the velocity servo to achieve feedforThe tape handling system is made up of two servo sysward control action. This result is sent to the motor drive
tems: the velocity servo and the tension servo. Regardless
board where it is amplified and applied to the buffer-arm
of the specific tape motion operation, the velocity servo
control motor, the supply reel motor. This motor moves
maintains the required steady-state tape speed to within a
5 1.5% tolerance and the tension servo simultaneously
the buffer arm via the tape on the supply reel, thus completing the tension control loop.
maintains an absolute tape tension of 10 oz k2.6 oz. Servo
The tension servo is virtually transparent and yet entirely
system isolation is stressed in the design by having the
subservient to the velocity servo. It is transparent to the
velocity servo control only the take-up reel, and the tension
velocity servo in that it presents a relatively large mechanservo control only the supply reel. Hence, the two servos
ical impedance to the velocity servo system, which proare physically connected only by the tape.
duces little perturbation in the velocity servo’s frequency
A good way to understand how these two servo systems
transfer function response. It is subservient to the velocity
work together is to view the velocity servo as the master
servo in that the controlling input to the tension servo is
servo and the tension servo as its slave. For example, the
the velocity servo’scontrolled output, the speed of the tape.
master velocity servo is fed a velocity profile input to folThe HP 7978A servo svstem was desiened using localized
low, which will accelerate the tape up to a specific speed
s p e d - t h & d t & W & - M h - ~ ~ ~ ” ~
lrzd
upon as a decentralized-intelligence system design. The
velocity servo knows virtually nothing of the tension servo
and sees it only as a relatively high and virtually nonexistent mechanical load impedance. The tension servo knows
nothing of the velocity servo, but merely tries to maintain
Diffentntlal
its buffer arm near its set location, regardless of the disturbances existing outside ib o w n control loop. While the
tension servo is maintaining this buffer arm position, it is
the specially designed spring mechanism in the buffer arm
that actually controls the tape tension. The reel motors are
driven directly by voltage amplifiers, which make direct
of the motors’ own individual back-EMF Properties.
Fig. 3. Magnetic recording head plate assembly. Skew IS
This yields a useful velocity feedback compensating drive
adjusted by turning the very-fine-pitch d/fferential screw.

perturbation error. Since the servo system is a major electrical-to-mechanical interface, another focal point in the
development effort was to provide high reliability and reduced service costs. HP’s earlier half-inch tape drives (the
HP 7970 and HP 7676) had s t d s t o p servos. This means
that they stopped between accessing records on the tape.
All the accelerating and decelerating had to take place
within the gaps between records on the tape. Since gaps
can get as small as 0.28 inch (0.71 cm), the tape had to be
accelerated very quickly. The reel motors could not provide
enough acceleration, so a capstan motor was used. It had
to be isolated from the large inertias of the reels to accelerate
so quickly. This isolation was provided by large buffer
arms or vacuum columns. They allowed the tape over the
head to be accelerated quickly by the capstan motor, while
the reels followed a slower acceleration profile.
The HP 7978A, on the other hand, is a streaming tape
drive. That is, it is capable only of much lower accelerations
and therefore tries to avoid stopping. The reduced acceleration requirements allow the servo to be greatly simplified.
In the HP 7978A, the reel motors provide the necessary
acceleration, so an inexpensive position encoder has virtually replaced the capstan motor and its drive electronics.
One of the buffer arms has been eliminated also. This
simplification contributes greatly to the reliability and reduced costs of the HP 7978A. Since starting and stopping
are minimized, the acceleration duty cycle is greatly reduced. This reduces stress and strain on the tape, mechanics, and electronics, which contributes to improved reliability and reduced service costs.
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scheme.
The HP 7978A servo system maintains its tension and
velocity within specification over a great range of different
conditions. Tape reel sizes and pack radii can vary over a
large range, but since neither detection of reel sizes nor
the knowledge of tape pack radii on the reels is needed,
the design’s simplicity is maintained.
Starting and Stopping
The simplicity afforded by making the HP 7978A a
streaming tape drive instead of a stadstop drive is not
without price. Such simple actions as starting and stopping
the tape lose their simplicity and become more of a technical challenge.
Stopping and then starting the tape within the distance
of an interrecord gap is impossible in the HP 7978A because
of its slower accelerations. It moves 4.3 inches of tape over
the head just to bring the tape to a stop. Even though it
must leave the gap to stop and start, it must be able to
return to the gap at full speed to resume reading or writing
where it left off. The HP 7978A performs this “repositioning” using the velocity encoder and its counter as an
odometer. This same odometer setup is used when arecord
is retried. In that case, the HP 7978A needs to return the
tape to the previous gap so that it can retry reading or
writing.
Buffer Board Assemblvlt

I

\Optical

Position/Speed Encoder

Master Controller Bus

Fig. 4. Diagram of HP 7978A servo system.

One difficulty that emerges is caused by tape stretc
The tape tension at the buffer arm is fairly constant over
its entire range of travel. But when the tape is moving, its
tension at the velocity encoder changes because of the friction of the tape against the head assembly. When the tape
is moving forward, the frictional drag increases the tension
at the speed encoder. However, when the tape is moving
in reverse, the frictional drag decreases the tension at the
encoder. So the tape stretches more and becomes longer
when traveling in reverse than when traveling forward.
This introduces a cumulative error in the encoder-based
odometer. Thus, when the odometer says that the correct
gap is over the head, it is actually a small distance in front
of it. This makes the preceding block move slightly closer
to the head each time it is retried. To ensure that the HP
7978A is in the correct gap, the HP 7978A detects whether
the preceding block is over the head when the odometer
says that the gap should be. If it is, the odometer is updated
to match the new position of the gap. This zeros out the
accumulated errors from previous retries.
Gentle Tape Handling
The reliability of the data is another important concern
in the HP 7978A design. The servo is designed to minimize
the risk of damaging the data on the tape. This is helped
by a very smooth loading process. When the tape tension
is being established, the error signal in the speed control
loop is forced to zero, so that when the loop is activated, the
tape will not be jerked. The buffer-arm control loop is also
activated at the point where it will jerk the tape the least. In
addition, the loading process is somewhat tolerant of incorrectly threaded tapes. Small mistakes in loading the tape
around the tape path will rarely result in any tape damage.
In the event something causes the servo to lose control
(e.g., a hardware failure or loss of power), the servo is shut
down using passive electrical components that sink energy
from the motors in such a way as to protect the tape from
bunching up or stretching. The user is also protected from
injury in the event of a hardware failure. If the door should
be opened while the motors are still turning (made possible
only by a hardware failure], a safety shutdown mechanism
implemented redundantly in both software and hardware
forces the motors to stop.
Diagnostics and Confidence Tests
Key contributors to the reduced service costs of the HP
7978A are the diagnostics and confidence tests. They provide very good checking of the mechanism and electronics.
The digital portion of the servo electronics is able to diagnose its own problemsvery well. This includes the 8051
processor and its system of chips, the state machines and
I/O electronics, and the DAC and comparators.
Some of the servo’s hardware, however, can only be
tested with a user’s help. Extensive confidence tests were
therefore implemented. The BOT (beginning-of-tape]and
EOT (end-of-tape) sensors, which are part of the servo
hardware set, can be tested by selecting a confidence test
that displays their status at the front panel. As a reflective
surface is waved in front of them, the display shows
whether or not they see the surface. Another test allows
the speed encoder to be checked by displaying a count that
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increases as the encoder is rotated clockwise and decreases
as it is rotated counterclockwise. The user can also test the
buffer arm by moving it through its range. The front panel
displays whether it is over or under tension, when it crosses
through zero, and whether or not its optical sensor is operating properly. A failure is indicated by the numbers in the
display not going through the proper sequence. The motor
driver also has a confidence test. As the user steps through
the different parts of the test, the motors are moved in
various ways, exercising the basic capabilities of the motor
drive amplifiers. With this test, a failure is indicated if the
motors do not move properly.
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Firmware for a Streaming Tape Drive
by David W. Ruska, Virgil K. Russon, Bradfred W. Culp, Alan J. Richards, and John A. Ruf
HE MASTER CONTROLLER FIRMWARE of the HP
7978A Magnetic Tape Subsystem is responsible for
the highest level of control. This firmware handles
all interactions with the host system and the operator and
oversees the execution of both the operational and the diagnostic functions of this half-inch tape drive.
The host system sends commands to the tape drive over
the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB, IEEE 488). The
master controller firmware must receive and execute these
commands and then respond with the appropriate results.
In the execution of commands, the firmware will set up
the tape drive’s hardware subsystem and then detect either
successful completion or an error condition. When an error
occurs, the master controller firmware will process recovery procedures, retrying the operation if possible.
The operator interacts with the HP 7978A through the
front-pamel?i’h m a s t e r m l l d i e s t k e
requests from the front-panel buttons, executes them, and
updates the front-panel displays.
An important responsibility of the firmware is validating
the fitness of the tape drive’s hardware. If a failure is detected, the firmware will aid service personnel in the diagnosis of the problem.

T

Architecture
The architecture of the master controller firmware was
designed using the principle of functional decomposition.
The firmware contains three main subsystems: the channel
program, the device program, and the diagnostic program.
Each of these programs performs a specific function within

the tape drive. These programs use a commandheport transactional communications scheme when interacting with
each other. This architecture exhibits strong functional
binding within the subsystems and a minimal amount of
coupling between subsystems.
To facilitate maximum tape drive use, the master controller firmware supports queued operations. This is made
possible by concurrent execution of the channel and device
programs along with internal queues for commands and
reports (Fig. 1).Through the use of read aheads when reading and “immediate responses” when writing, the tape can
be kept streaming without the need of a complex queuing
protocol with the host.
Channel Program
The channel program is responsibile for processing all
urnwfthrukrsdplvzs; &at Tsr WireWazmeqimfs
over the HP-IB from the host and front-panel requests from
the operator. These requests generate command sequences
which are sent to the device program for execution.
Streaming tape mechanisms require either a constant
supply of data from the host or a constant acceptance of
data by the host to maintain streaming. Otherwise, the
mechanism must perform a tape reposition cycle whenever
the data stream is interrupted.
There are two methods for smoothing data transfers with
the host to help maintain streaming. Data can be buffered
either within the host or within the tape drive. Buffering
data in the host requires memory resources and the ability
to queue requests to the YO driver. Buffering data within
MARCH 19% HEWLETT-PACKARD JOURNAL
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the tape drive frees the host from any special requirements
to support a streaming drive. This buffering is also more
advantageous, because it allows the drive to monitor the
amount of used and unused buffer space. While writing,
this capability lets the drive perform write holdoffs as
necessary to extend streaming. When reading, the drive’s
data buffer allows the device to perform read aheads, anticipating the following host read requests.
Along with the data buffer, the,channel program maintains command and report queues within the tape drive to
monitor the placement of data within the buffer. These
queues are also used to allow file marks and motion commands to be queued to the device by the channel program.
Buffering and command queuing are transparent to the host
system.
To allow data records to be queued in the buffer during
writes, a new feature was added to the interface protocol.
This feature is called “immediate response.” Data sent from
the host is stored in the drive’s buffer and a command is
placed in the command queue. An immediate report is sent
to the host indicating that the data has been accepted. The
host is then free to gather and send more data to the drive.
Data sent to the host system that was read off the tape
is also stored in the drive’s data buffer. Upon completing
a requested read command from the host, the HP 7978A
continues reading additional data records into the data
buffer. This read-ahead operation continues until the data
buffer becomes filled, the end of the tape is reached, or an
error condition is encountered. In parallel with this readahead operation, the HP 7978A can continue to accept read
commands from the host and fulfill them immediately with
data records already stored in the buffer. Only when the
host lags the tape drive to the point where the data buffer
becomes full will the drive need to perform a reposition
cycle.
The HP-IB interface protocol is a modification of the
protocol used with the earlier HP 7976A tape drive. The
HP 7976A allows command queuing of two read or two
write operations. This allows an overlap of transfers between the host and the HP 7976A’s buffer, and between
the buffer and the tape. This queueing has to be performed
explicitly by the host. To use this feature usually implies
rewriting applications programs. The HP 7978A does not
support queuing in its protocol. Instead, immediate response and read-ahead functions are used to make the
streaming tape drive perform like a startlstop drive.
Device Program
The functionality of a streaming tape transport mecha-

nism can be maximized if the transport is allowed to run
independent of outside timing constraints, and if it can
implement intelligent algorithms for control under all situations. The device program provides this type of control.
All control of the tape mechanism and read/write electronics during normal operation is performed by the device
program. As requests are received from the host or operator
interface, they are placed into the queues by the channel
program for the device program to act upon. The device
program executes each of the commands, formats and returns a report to the channel program, and then goes on to
the next command. The device program processes each
command completely, including all exceptions.
A wide variety of recording errors and exceptions can
occur during the processing of a host transaction. The ability to perform the proper recovery from errors automatically
without burdening the host with unnecessary information
and responsibility is built into the intelligent device program. Recordingerrors caused by such things as tape imperfections or debris in the tape path are recovered by the
execution modules performing automatic retries.
Write retries involve repositioning the tape back before
the record that was recorded with errors, erasing that portion of tape, and then skipping the next section of tape to
attempt the write again. The data for the record is maintained intact in the data buffer until the record has been
successfully written so that the host does not need to retransmit the information.
When a record is not read successfully on the first attempt, read retries are performed by repositioning the tape
back before the record and reading it again with the read
signal amplified. Retries for reads and writes occur until
the transaction is successful or a maximum limit occurs,
resulting in a hard error.
Different host and streaming tape data rates require that
there be a decoupling of the two rates if high performance
is to be maintained. In the HP 7978A, the decoupling is
provided by queuing, data buffering, and a device program
that runs independently. The channel program runs in sync
with the host, handles the bursting needs of the interface,
and queues them for the device program, which in turn
runs in sync with the needs of the tape mechanism. The
device program’s only interaction with the channel program is at the beginning and end of each block of data,
when it reports on one request and accepts a new one.
By running the device program in sync with the tape
drive, the high-performance features of the I-IP 7978A can
be implemented. Read aheads are performed by the device
program’s independently reading records in anticipation
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Fig. 1. The firmware of the HP
7978A Magnetic Tape Subsystem

contains three main modules:
channel program, device program, and diagnostic program
(not shown).
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of the host's needs. The only interaction required is for the
channel program to indicate when conditions are right for
the host to desire read records. During writes, it is the
implementation of immediate response that gives the drive
its high performance. However, when the channel program
is operating in immediate response mode, a report has already been sent to the host, leaving the device program
free to write buffered data in the most convenient way.
The device program holds off writing the data until a sufficient amount of data has been placed in the buffer or
until a moderate timeout period occurs. This write holdoff
groups write operations together and avoids an appearance
of thrashing the tape back and forth.

Diagnostics

e

Diagnostics in the HP 7978A are split between the read/
write functional electronics and the servo electronics. A
68000 microprocessor controls the readiwrite circuitry
while a parallel 8051 processor controls the servo system.
The 8051 accepts motioxddiagnostic commands from the
68000 and returns status.
The 68000-based diagnostics verify the hardware operations of the HP-IB, data buffering and manipulation, and
the read/write circuitry. The 8051-based diagnostics verify
the servo hardware: buffer tension arm, speed encoder,
motors, and servo control board.
The goal throughout the HP 7978A's diagnostics is to
locate a failure to the board level. Once a failure is located,
no further attempt is made to uncover any other failures.
By testing from a core of independent hardware outward
to the increasingly dependent hardware, the number of
failures recorded without specific causes is minimized.
Approximately 75% of the drive is tested at power-on.
The remaining 25% of the drive can be tested using the
diagnostic tape tests or through normal operation. Any
drive failure that is discovered is encoded into the host
command report status and the internal diagnostic error
log.
The HP 7978A has 62 diagnostic functions. Sixteen of
these functions are performed during power-on self-test.
The diagnostic functions can be categorized as follows: 12

utility/environment setting functions, 16 servo system
tests, 15 board-level tests for the read/write functional electronics, 10 tape exercising functions, and 9 special functions of the HP 7978A. The utility/environment functions
allow front-panel access to internal drive information and
set the diagnostic test environments.
The servo system and r e a d k i t e functional tests are designed to exercise a board or major subassembly. Examples
of these tests include injecting signals into a circuit and
verifying the outputs, or performing data loopbacks along
the functional data paths.
The tape exercising functions allow reading and writing
data from and to tape.
The nine special functions are: host-to-drive data loopback, remote download diagnostics, local and remote
firmware update, image dumps of RAM and EEPROM,
programmatically adjusting the read gain values, monitoring the amount of tape traveling over the read/write head,
and an excessive soft-error rate function.
Execution of the HP 7978A's diagnostics is quite simple.
A diagnostic test can be requested from the drive's front
panel or through an HP-IB command from a host computer.
Most diagnostics can be executed from either interface.
However, some diagnostic tests require that special conditions be met before execution and some simply are not
available from both interfaces. For example, the power-on
self-test can be accessed remotely through a host or locally
by an operator. Although the power-on self-test can be
accessed remotely, the tape drive must be off-line for the
test to be executed. If the drive is on-line, an error message
is returned indicating the reason for nonexecution.
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especially jazz and blues
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ngton,arned a
BS degree in chemistry
from HaverfordCollege in
1978.Healso didgraduate
work at the Universityof
Pennsylvania.At HP since
1982, he worked on HP
Maintenance Management
and now develops manufacturing management software for the HP 3000
system. Joe's professionalinterests include manufacturingsys!ems designandsoftwareengineeringtechniques.Healso teaches Pascalprogrammingat a localcollege Now a residentof Cupertino, California, heenjoysskiing, drawingcartoons,
and bicvciina
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With HP since 1977, Rick

Bndhrd W. Cub
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tinuedhiseducationat CdoradaSWeUniversity,
in 1981.
fromwhichhereceivedanMSCSHealso attendedStanfordUniversityas an HPfellow in 1984and receivedanM E E degree.Ha lives
in Fort Collins, Colorado with his wife and young
son and enjoys hiking and cross-country skiing.
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7978A and 7974A TapeDrives.Daveis a resident
of Greeley, Colorado and has many outside interests. He raisesArabianhorses, playsthe piano,
and is cwrantlydesigninga digitalmusic syntheh
suer. He also makes stained glslsg windows and
enjoys photography and bicycling.
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3808,and 3810 distance
and angle meters. After

transferring to the Greeley
' Division, he contributed to
the analog electronic design of the HP7978A.Tom was borninOceanside,
Californiaand now lives in Loveland, Coloradowith
hiswife. Inhis sparetime heenjoys backpacking,
chess, and skiing.
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Jim Shafer was born in
Shreveport, Louisiana,and
attendedLouisianaTechnical University, from which
he receiveda BSEEdegree
in 1981.Hejoined HPinthe
sameyear and was responsible for several aspectsof
the electronic designof the
HP7978A Healso hadpro-

a resident of Fort Collins. When he is not working
onthe basement of his house, heenjoys skiingand
hiking.

nowlivesincjreeley,Coloradowith hiswife andfour
children. He is active in his church and works on
numerous home projects. He also enjoys woodworking and art.

David J. Van Maron

DaveVanMaren has been
with HP since 1980, the
same year hewas awarded
a BSEE degree from the
University of Wyoming. He
first worked in the Vancouver Division on the HP
293X Printersand then was
a production engineer in
the Greeley Division. He
was responsible for the servo controller firmware
for the HP 7978A. Dave is a native of Casper,
Wyoming and presently lives with hiswife andtwo
sonsinFortCollins,Colorado.Heisamemberof
Rightto Lifeand bothheand hiswife are instructors
in natural family planning methods.

John A. Rut
A nativeof Milwaukee,Wisconsin,John Ruf servedfor
four years in the US. Air
Force before receivinga
BSCSdegreefrom the University of Wisconsin at La
Crosse (1981).Ashorttime
later hejoined HPsGreeley
Division, where he has
worked as a software engineer 0 1 LI, ,= 7978ATape Drive.Johnliveswith his
wife andtwo sons in Fort Collins,Colorado.Heenjoys tennis,jogging, and developingsoftwaredesign aids.
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Now R&Dmanagerfor Colorado Time Systems in
Loveland, Colorado, Alan
Richards came to HP in
1968. He was a project
leader or manager on the
HP 9825A T a p System,
the HP 9874A Graphics
Ara
Digitizer, and the HP
7978A. Inaddition, hewas
a productionengineeringmanagerfor the Greeley
Division and HPs campus recruiting manager at
Kansas State University. Alan lives in Loveland,
Colorado,is married, and hastwochildren. Helikes
hiking, backpacking, orienteering, and crosscountryskiing. Lastsummarhe realizedaliielong
ambitionbytakinghisfamilyonanextendedvacation to A19ska.
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Sterling Mottensen received his BSEE degree
from BrighamYoung Universityin 1974andcameto
HP in the same year. As a
design engineer, production engineer and a project
manager, he has contrtbuted to the hardware and
soitware design of the HP
250Computer andthe HP9895and H P W 1Disc
Drives. He was the software architect for the HP
9144A. Hewasborninflexburg,Idaho,livesinFort
Collins, Colorado, is marriedand hastwinsons as
well astwotherchildren.Hisinterestsincludetarget
shdng, photography, fmd church act

Currently managerof a new
product development programat HPLaboratoriesin
Bristol, England, Don DiTommaso was program
managerfortheHP9144A.
Healso originatedthe idea
for the propct, managed
b i g n work on the 9144A
Irivemechanism,andcon-

and9625Computers.Heis namedcoinventoron
areed relay patentandisanauthorofpaperspub1ishedbymeIEEEandheHPJournal.BominLincoln, Nebraska,John receivedhis BSEEandMSEE
degrees from ColoradoState University in 1972
and 1974. He currently resides in Loveland, Colorado, is married, and has four children. His outside pursuits include tennis, jogging, sailing,
church activitiea. and travel.
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Author's bqraphy appears elsewhere in this
section.

A native d Sandy, Utah,
Craig Miller attended
Brigham Young University
@SEEand MSEE, both
1976) and joined HP in
1977. He was a hardware
designer forthe HP9144A
as well as for the HP 250
Computer and the HP
9895A DiscDrive.At pressent, he isworkrngonthe design of a mass storage
controiler.Craig is married,hasfivechildren,and
livesin FortCollins, Colorado. Hisinterestsinclude
softball, volleyball, basketball, church activities,
and travel. He also coaches for an elementary
school soccer league.
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K. Douglas GenmtWn
Doug Gennetten came to
HPml97Bandhasworked
onthe HP9144A controller
and mechanism,as well as
on high-speed dynamic
RAM test hardware and
fault detection algorithms
He receivedhis BSEEfrom
Walla WallaCollegein 1978
and iscontinuinggraduate
levelstudy at ColoradoState Universityand at NattonalTechnica1Universtty.Douglives in FortCollins, Coloradoandts married. Hisoutsideinterests
includeskiing, sailing, hiking,woodworking, visual
arts, and explwing the back country by jeep,

outside intemstsincludeBiblestudy, skiing, woodworking, and finming the basement of his home.
A native of central New
York State, Walt Auyet

nedHPin 1971andhas
as an R&D laboratory engineer m both the
He recetved an MSME degree from Arizona State
University in 1969. Before
comingto HP,hewas employed inthe aerospace
industry Walt lives in FortCollins, Colorado, is married,and hasfourchtldren.Heenjoysgolf,bridge,
and vacatron travel with his family.
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A nativeof Ventura, California, ChuckMcConicaisan
alumnus oftheuniversityof
Denver (BSME 1974 and
MBA 1978). He also
studiedat Stanford University, where he received an
WLSAMin 1975andispresently a PhD candidate in
mechanical enginwing.
Since joining HP in 1979, Chuck has contributed
to the developmentof inkjet headtechnologies and
the manufacturingprocessforflexible disc heads
and magnetic tape head mounting. His work has
resulted in a patent on inkjet multiple-drop suppression.Chuck is a residentof Windsor,Colorado.
is married, and has two children. His interests include family activities, backpacking, skiing, bicycle touring, and sports cars. He also serves as
a soccer coachand helpslocalhighschool math
and science teachers with lecture material.
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ads.Wangtzsjolned.t%-in0 with a backgroundin
satellite control systems
He worked first as a production engineer, andthen
became an R&D engineer
and contributed to tape
path control and hardware
designfortheHP9144A A
native of Lona Beach,
California, Mark studiedat the Univer&yofCalifornia at Santa Barbara (BSME 1979), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MSME 1960),
and Colorado State University (MSEE 1983). He
lives in Fort Collins, is married, and enjoys backpacking, basketball, and sailing.
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Now project manager for
theHP9144A, John Becker
has been with HP since
1964.Healso managedthe
development effort for the
9144A drive mechanism.
Earlier,he manageda production engineering group
and contributedto the development of the HP 9835

Methodology

Mark Gembarowskijoined
HP in 1978 after receiving
an eleWcal engineering
degree from Michigan
State University. In his first
assignments, he contributed to ti-@ hardware design af the HP 91llA
Anativeof Saginaw, Michigan, he now li&s in Fort Collins, Colorado and
enjoys softball, water and snow skiing, and
photography He also started a Fort Collins youth
soccer program in 1979
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Low-Cost, Highly Reliable Tape Backup for
Winchester Disc Drives
Designed for use on small to midrange computer systems,
this new quarter-inch cartridge tape drive packs up to 67
megabytes onto a single cartridge.
by John C. Becker, Donald A. DiTommaso, and Sterling J. Mortensen
S WINCHESTERDISC DRlVES have dropped in size
and price, a matching backup peripheral has been
,needed that is also smaller in size and lower in
price. The HP 9144A, Fig. 1, meets both of these needs.
This peripheral can be used with HP disc drives from 5 to
132 Mbytes. It is supported on the HP 3000 family of computers, the HP 1000 A-Series, the HP 9000 Series 200 and
500 Systems, and the
150 Personal Computer. It is also
available in one box with a Winchester disc drive as the
HP 7946A, which also gives one-button full disc image
store and restore. The HP 9144A can therefore meet the
needs of a wide range of computer users.
The HP 9144A stores data on removable cartridges that
contain %-inch-wide magnetic recording tape. The cartridges come in two different capacities. The lower-capacity cartridge has 150 feet of tape with a data capacity of
16.7 Mbytes, and the higher-capacity cartridge has 600 feet
of tape with a data capacity of 67 Mbytes. The HP 9144A
bas read after write capability, so that data can be rewritten
automatically if there is an error during the write process.
There is no time penalty for this read checking. It also has
error correction capability, so that entire 256-byte frames
can be replaced. The cartridges can be interchanged with
the tape drive used in the HP 7908, 7911, 7912, and 7914
TapeDisc Drives.
Although Winchester disc backup is its primary use, the
HP 9144A also meets several other needs, such as data
interchange and software distribution. High data interchange reliability from one HP 9144A to another was an
important design criterion. This allows data exchange from
one system to another. Software distribution can be a problem when the software takes many flexible discs, but with
anHP 9144A, it can all be sent out on a single tape cartridge.
With the HP 9144A, the user can back up a 60-Mbyte
disc in as little as 30 minutes. A 12K-byte buffer in the
drive and optimized system software minimize waiting for
data transfers and commands from the host. Operating in
streaming mode, the drive provides up to 2-Mbyte/minute
backup performance, depending on host software.
To protect the user’s data and minimize drive failures,
an electromechanical servo control feature is built into the
tape drive. This increases both tape and drive motor life
by providing gentle acceleration and deceleration as the
drive stops and starts.
Internal diagnostics provide quick isolation of failure
and ease of repair, This means that the user will experience
minimum downtime and lower maintenance costs. A light

A
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on the front panel warns if the drive is inoperative and
rear-panel diagnostics indicate which replaceable unit has
failed.
The HP 9144A fills the same space on a desk as an in-basket. It can also be packaged in a pod configuration or
mounted in a standard 19-inch rack.

DlmUke Format
User data stored on the HP 9144A’s cartridge i
into blocks that contain 1024 bytes each. Each
tains a header that tells how many bytes are stored in that
block, so that partial data blocks can be stored easily. The
format allows any block to be accessed separately for reading or writing. Therefore, the tape can be written to and
read from just like a disc. This is a distinct advantage because all the operating system commands that can be used
on discs can also be used on the tape. The tape can have
a directory just like the disc. Files can be stored onto the
tape and then retrieved through the directory just as if they
were on a disc. Files can be deleted and new ones added
anywhere there is free space according to the directory.
Alternatively, a file mark command exists so that the drive

PC. 1.

The HP 97
convenient, low-cos
carhldge. Read after wrM caiM
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can be used like %-inch tape drives, where different files
are found by searching for the appropriate tape mark. Different computer operating utilities will use the cartridge
tape in one of these two modes depending on whether the
utilities were originally written to work with discs or %inch tapes.
There are 16 tracks on the removable cartridge. The drive
can write or read one track at a time. These tracks are
written in serpentine fashion with the even tracks going
from left to right and the odd tracks going from right to
left. At the end of one track the head is just moved up to
the next track and the motor starts moving the tape in the
opposite direction.
The combination of serpentine format and read after
write capability requires the magnetic head to have two
pairs of gaps. One pair has the read gap on the left side of
the write gap so that read after write can be done when
the tape is moving from right to left. The other pair has
the read gap on the right side of the write gap so that read
after write can be done when the tape is moving from left
to right.

Data Integrity

-

media are monitored by recording the number of passes in
the user's log on the tape. After a cartridge has exceeded
a maximum number of either insertions or passes, the writeprotect light located on the front panel flashes, warning
the user to back up the data on that cartridge.
These protection levels provide a very high confidence
of correct data recovery.

Rellablllty
A significant improvement in reliability was a major goal
for the HP 9144A. The specific objective established to
meet this goal was to improve the reliability by a factor of
two over existing comparable products. This would be measured by both in-house and field failure rates.
The approach used to reach this goal was to take specific
actions in design, testing, and manufacturing. The steps
taken in the design were derating of components, using a
higher level of circuit integration, and maintaining a low
temperature rise within the enclosure. For example, all
components are derated to less than 70% of their specified
maximum power. A fan is used to limit the internal temperature rise to less than 5OC. The controller uses two custom
VLSI chips and two gate arrays to minimize the component
count (see article, page 37).
An extensive test program was implemented, including
environmental, error rate, compatibility, and strife testing
on 70 units. Strife (stress and life) testing was designed to
test beyond sp&ifications to find out what would fail, understand why, and implement improvements.
Process control was implemented in production. Control
charts are used to monitor critical parameters such as head
alignment. Production audit tests are used to verify error
rate performance. Compatibility and strife testing are used
as tools for continuously improving the quality of the product.
The results are very encouraging. Based upon the latest
environmental and strife testing, strife yields have increased significantly.Building the HP 9144A in production
has been extremely smooth, which is indicative of both a
solid design and a solid production process.

Providing superior data integrity was a primary goal for
the HP 9144A. Achieving a low error rate on a cartridge
tape product requires more fault tolerant design than hard
or flexible magnetic media products. Tape, when moving,
continuously changes shape as it conforms to the hubs,
guides, and head. This can create a higher level of internally
generated contamination. A robust design is required to
tolerate both particle contamination and other causes of
errors such as defects in the tape and externally generated
contaminants.
The write and read processes are the two important areas
of concern in providing a high level of data integrity. The
HP 9144's write process provides assurance that data is
written on the tape correctly and the read process incorporates extensive features to ensure data recovery.
Five levels of data protection are implemented in the HP
9144A (see article, page 39). Starting with the media, only
certified data cartridges are specified for use on the HP
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A Design Methodology for Today's Customers
The HP 9144A Tape Drive was designed by Hewlett-Packard
engineers to achieve a high level of customer satisfaction. To
do this it was necessary to go beyond the standard approach
of designing a drive and controller to meet specifications. The
marketplace challenged us to go beyond the specifications to
provide ample margins to accommodate real-world variances
and to provide consistent quality and HP reliability.
Why was such an approach necessary? Let's look at an example. The DC600 Tape Cartridge is a high-technology product
providing over 100 megabytes of unformatted storage capacity
in a very convenient and low-cost package. Tape of comparable
quality, such as %-in tape, is used mostly in environmentally
controlled computer rooms and is typically handled by technicians familiar with high-densitycomputertape.On the other hand,
the %in tape cartridge reaches first-time computer users in a
wide range of environments and applications and is most often
treated like an audio cassette. Yet, these customers need high
capacity and reliability and demand ease of use. To meet these
requirements, the media and drive system of the HP 9144A had
to achieve four times the track density of state-of-the-art %-in
GCR (group code recording) tape drives.
Clearly, we had to use an innovative design approach and
invent the product from the ground up with the customer in mind.
We had to design the mechanism, hardware, and software by
forming interdisciplinary teams that were highly focused on a
problem area and whose goals were to provide reliability and
high performance with simple, elegant, and low-cost designs.
These teams felt a high level of ownership of a design area and
were able to design margin into the product to account for realworld variances and to identify all the key variables that would
affect the long-term performance of the system.
In harsh environments, for example, the cartridge sometimes
exhibits a sudden burst of high-frequency speed variation that
typically causes tape drives considerable problems with data
integrity.Our design philosophychallengedus to developa thirdorder phase-locked loop that can track this high-frequencyvariation in tape speed. We integrated the loop with the firmware of
our formatter to provide our customers with smooth streaming
performance and data integrity.
Another reality of our marketplace is that customers want this
streaming tape drive performance in spite of the fact that often
the data is gathered and transferred to the tape drive in sequences of short bursts. These short data transfers can wear
out the cartridge, cause high stresses on the drive motor, and
typically result in poor throughput. To solve this problem, we
chose a drive motor with a superior brush design, then surrounded it with a control system that very gently accelerates the
tape, and finally, provided software enhancements to help the
host system achieve full streaming mode performance even for
short data transfers.
Our team approach was especially fruitful in corhbining software with mechanical design. We use software algorithms to

compensate for hysteresis in the head stepping mechanismand
even to adjust the placement of data tracks to accommodate
thermal bending of the cartridge baseplate.
We also took this methodology outside of HP to our key vendors, who became part of our team, designing margin into their
components. In the area of the read/write head we worked together closely and produced a design that is totally insensitive
to &25% off-track alignment. We surrounded this with a rnechanisrn design that minimizes tape wander in the cartridge and a
read channel preamp that eases the design constraints on the
head and yet achieves full compatibilitywith HPs current cartridge
product line.
Now that we had a product that was designed from the customer's point of view, with margin to accommodate real-world
variances, we challenged our team to submit it to a comprehensive test program that was planned to guarantee the quality,
reliability, and consistency of every unit we produce. Each designer was responsible for creating a stand-alone test system
that would verify the functional performance and margin of the
design. Software, mechanism, and electronics designersteamed
up to develop functional tests that prove the consistency of the
design and demonstrate that all the key variables that affect
performance have been identified and brought under statistical
control in the design phase of the project. These functional tests
are now in production; all assemblies receive complete functional
tests after automatic component verification. As a result, the current HP 9144A error rate is so solid that we have statistically
proven over an order of magnitude of margin on production units
over the complete range of environments. All key variables are
charted to be in control on a regular basis in production.
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by Craig L. Miller and Mark L. Gembarowski
HE DESIGN GOAL for the controller of the HP 9144A
Tape Drive was to provide a structure permitting
one or two mass storage peripherals to operate cohesively for on-line and backup functions. The product’s
architecture design was a joint venture with HP’s Disc
Memory Division to provide a common controller for integrated disc and tape peripherals.
The HP 9144A controller provides high performance and
flexibility. The controller architecture allows either a fixed
disc, a %-inch tape, or both to operate in a common environment. A related, combined disc/tape product, the HP
7946A, provides not only read and write capabilities to
and from the host but also local data transfers from disc
to tape or tape to disc.
The controller functions are segmented into two areas.
The functions common to basic mass storage controllers
are lumped together onto one controller called the host
dependent controller (HDC). Functions that are specific to
the tape or disc drive are contained on a device dependent
controller IDDCI. One HDC can support one or two DDCs
(see Fig. 1).

T

e

HDC Characteristics
The HDC interfaces between the host computer and the
DDC, which provides low-level control of the mass storage
mechanism. The HDC provides high-level functions, including:
Providing the host interface (HP-IB/IEEE 488) and handling the associated protocol
Operating a microprocessor (6809)for basic control and
status reporting
Providing buffer RAM, enabling data to be read from the
device and verified or corrected before being transferred
to the host
DMA capability.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the HDC.
The DMA controller is separated into two independent
channels, input and output. Each channel has a FIFO buffer

which is four locations deep. Addresses for transfers are
programmed into the FIFO buffer. Each FIFO buffer location is independent. Each channel can be monitored and
new addresses can be programmed into the FIFO buffer
during a transfer to allow high performance and uninterrupted transfers. Each channel can support 1-Mbyte/s concurrent transfers.
For example, suppose the host computer wants to perform a selective file backup of the fixed disc onto the %inch tape. The host computer sends commands to the device specifying a file to be transferred from the disc to the
tape unit. While that file is being copied locally from the
disc to tape, the host can send another command to copy
a different file from the disc to tape. Continuing this sequence allows a user to back up the disc drive selectively.
The fixed disc could possibly keep the tape streaming in
this selective file backup since the buffer RAM (approximately 11K bytes) on the HDC provides data speed matching (see “Making a Stadstop Tape Stream,” later in this
article). The tape drive transfers 1K bytes of data every 30
ms, allowing the fixed disc sufficient‘time to perform most
seeks and to read additional data.
If the host computer initiates a backup operation from
the disc to tape, the host is free to use the HP-IB for other
transactions during the backup operation, since the backup
is local to the peripheral. An HP-IB parallel poll will indicate when the backup is complete.
The HDC runs a small operating system serving three
users: the host interface firmware, the firmware to control
the tape, and the firmware to control the fixed disc in a
dual-peripheral configuration. The 6809 microprocessor is
time multiplexed between the users. Approximately 30%
of every millisecond is devoted to each user, and there is
a total of 10% overhead in switching between users.
The interface between the HDC and the DDCs has a fixed
definition to provide for independent software and
hardware designs. There are two buses with associated
strobes or handshake lines. One bus is the command and

-Microprocessor
-RAM Buffer
-HP-IB

Comma

4

Fig. 1. The controller for the HP
9144A Tape Drive can interface
one or two mass storage peripherals (tape or disc) to a host computer. The controller functions are
partitioned into a host dependent
controller and one or two device
dependent controllers.
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status bus for commands from the HDC to the DDC and
DDC status monitoring by the HDC. The other bus is a DMA
data bus for data transferred to and from the tape or disc.
The separation of these two functions allows monitoring
of status and issuing of commands to the tape or disc during
data transfers.
DDC Characteristics
Functions that are specific to the tape drive are contained
on a device dependent controller (DDC). These functions
are reading and decoding data, writing and encoding data,
checking and correcting errors, and basic device-specific
control.
The DDC for the %inch tape interprets the specific requirements for the tape. There are two basic processes on
the DDC: the write process and the read and data recovery
process. A 6805 microcomputer oversees these two processes.
The write process, under control of the microcomputer,
requests data from the HDC. The data is serialized and the
appropriate identification, error detection, error correction,
and formatting data are appended to the user data.
The read and data recovery process locks onto the serial
data stream and decodes the format to identify the tape
position. The read algorithms are tightly coupled to the
data recovery circuit for controlling the data separator for
optimal performance. The read process also strips away
the overhead information and provides the user data to the
HDC for later transmission to the host. Error correction is
performed in real time by exclusive-OR hardware (seearticle,
page 39).
The microcomputer controls both the read and the write
processes. It also communicates with the HDC for commands and status. Physical tape positioning for seek, read,
and write operations is controlled by the microcomputer.
The beginning and end of the tape are sensed electronically by the read process algorithms.The beginning-of-tape
and end-of-tape positions are written in a special format

found nowhere else on the tape. The read algorithms sense
these conditions and inform the servo controller to stop
the tape motion. For fail-safe protection, the servo automatically stops the tape if the signal is lost. This prevents
unspooling of the tape. Previous tape products used LED
sensors to sense the beginning and end of the tape. These
proved to be less reliable as the product became older or
was subjected to heavy use.
The read algorithms associated with the data recovery
circuit are very fault tolerant, enabling the read process to
recover from many abnormal situations.
Four custom LSI circuits were developed for the HDC
and the DDC. The first two are CMOS gate arrays, one
having 2000 gates and integrating the DMA controller, realtime clock, and programmable time interrupt on the HDC,
and the other having 440 gates and integrating the highspeed precompensation circuit, DMA handshaking, VCO
control, and data recovery circuit for the DDC. These two
integrations required the development and enhancement
of a set of tools initiated by HP's Roseville Division. These
tools and thorough simulation allowed the two gate arrays
to work exactly as defined the first time.
The tools are based on HP's Testaid-IC logic simulator
program. Timing and fault analysis can be performed using
this program. The gate array specifications were added to
the Testaid-IC library on the HP 1000 Computer System.
The timing, loading, and functional descriptions of the
library parts were loaded into a data base. Drawings of each
library part were created and the design and connectivity
were entered using HPDraw on the HP 3000. The drawing
file was transferred to the HP 1000,where timing was added
to the drawing data base. Functional, performance, and
fault analysis were performed on the HP 1000 using TestaidIC. The files were converted to the gate array format and
transferred to the gate array vendor. The tools and analysis
were comprehensive enough to provide full functional performance on the first design pass.
The other two LSI circuits are NMOS semicustom state
Control/

Status
MicroDrocessor AddressiData Bus

Host
Computer
HP-IB
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Fig. 2. Host dependent controller
block diagram.

machines. Advanced tools developed by HP’s Greeley Division for a universal state machine (a semicustom part)
enabled fast and efficient integration of the read and write
state machine algorithms that encode and decode the H p
9144A data format. These state machines also control the
read and write functions.
The error rate was improved significantly by integrating
the data recovery circuits in a gate array. The integration
allows tight control of timing and closely matched delays
in portions of the circuit.
Making a StarVStop Tape Stream
One of the key performance improvements of the HP
9144A over the tape drives in the HP 7908,7912, and 7914
is the addition of streaming mode. Streaming is a mode of
operation in which the tape continues to write or read data
without repositioning. The HP 7908/12/14 Tape Drives
would stream only for the short amount of time that the
host computer could buffer data. On the single-controller
versions of these products, the tape would stream only for
an image copy of the disc.
The HP 9144A has a significant performance advantage
over its predecessors because streaming is not dependent
on host buffer size, and streaming can be maintained even
on selective file store and restore operations. The HP 9144A
saves over one second per host transfer because it has
streaming built-in.
How is this improvement realized? In normal start/stop
operation, the drives (HP 9144A and HP 7908/12/14) reposition the tape upon completion of the execution phase of
the transfer. (In execution phase, the data is sent to or from
the host). Once the repositioning is completed, a report is
sent to the host. Repositioning moves the tape back far
enough so that if the host sends a command to read or
write the next sequential block on the tape, the drive can

accelerate and read or write the target block at the proper
speed of 60 inches per second.
We make the tape drive stream rather than operate in
stadstop mode by eliminating the repositioning at the completion of reading or writing the data. The stream mode of
writing is called “immediate reporting.” This name evolved
from the fact that the report byte is sent to the host computer
immediately after the last byte of data has been transferred
to the tape drive controller’s RAM buffer, rather than after
it is all written to the tape ( s t d s t o p mode). The host,
because it has seen the report byte, can queue another write
command to the tape drive (provided it is for a sequential
address) and the tape drive will stream as long as the command is sent before the RAM buffer is empty. The only
change that is necessary in the host driver is the addition
of the set option command to enable the immediate reporting mode.
Streaming while reading data tor the host presents a different problem. The tape drive is the source of execution
data for the host. Normally, the controller repositions the
tape as soon as all the data has been sent to the host, and
then sends the report byte. In the streaming mode, which
is called “read ahead,” the report byte is sent to the host
as soon as the data transfer is complete, and the drive
continues to read data, buffering it in the RAM on the tape
drive controller. If the host sends another read command
to the tape drive for the next sequential address, the tape
drive will not have to reposition to get data it already has
in RAM,and hence it will stream. This streaming will
continue as long as another sequential read command is
sent before the RAM buffer is filled with read ahead data.
Read ahead mode is enabled with exactly the same set
options command and parameter byte that are used to enable immediate reporting.

Cartridge Tape Data Integrity Ensured at
Five Levels
by K. Douglas Gennetten

HE NEW HP 9144A %INCH CARTRIDGE Tape
Drive provides a convenient, low-cost, high-reliability alternative to flexible discs and $42-inchtapes for
backing up valuable data. The remarkable data reliability
of the HP 9144A is ensured by the melding of several important data protection techniques. Extensive testing has
proved that the typical HP 9144A’s data error rate is more
than ten times better than the specified rate of less than 1
error in 10’’ bits. This performance is achieved through
careful attention to design margin in many areas. of the
product.

T

Read After Wrlte
The HP 9144A provides the first level of data integrity
through precise flux-change placement on the media followed by immediate verification of written data.
Encoded data is first preconditioned to compensate for
peak shift or spreading, which occurs when two flux
changes are placed in close proximity. Each data edge is
phase shifted by an amount determined by the surrounding
data pattern. Two flux changes placed close together will
tend to repel and shift apart in opposite directions. Precompensation of these two edges improves this condition by
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writing the edges closer than nominal by a controlled
amount. Upon relaxation, the edges return to their proper
positions. The write circuit precisely records the flux
changes into the media, removing any previous data.
The final written position of these flux changes is tightly
controlled to ensure adequate performance margin in the
data retrieval process. The read circuits are carefully designed to introduce no significant phase shift onto the read
data. This is done using high-order phase-linear filters.
The read after write capability enables the drive to detect
and automatically correct or spare out errors caused by
media defects or foreign particles. This powerful advantage, typically found only in larger, more expensive tape
storage systems, guarantees that the recorded data is initially defect-free.
Certified Cartridge
The second level of data integrity is provided by the HP
DC600 High-Density Data Cartridge. This cartridgecontains
magnetic media formulated from high-coercivity materials
which are applied using a special process to reduce errorproducing dropouts. These characteristics permit reliable,
high-density, minimal-defect recording.
Cartridges used on the HP 9144A are preformatted and
certified at the factory. This provides additional protection
and allows immediate use of new cartridges. No time-consuming certification or formatting is required.
The HP 9144A Tape Drive uses a block-oriented format
written over 16 tracks in a serpentine block-serial fashion.
For example, all the blocks on track 0 are written in the
forward direction first; then the head steps to track 1where
all the blocks are written in the reverse direction. This
formattingmethod allows random access as well as streaming operation. The drive uses preformatted tapes with storage capacities of 16 megabytes (150 ft) and 67 megabytes
(600 ft). Fig. 1 shows the tape format.
Each 1024-byteblock is written between interblock preformatted keys placed vertically across the entire width of
the tape. The blocks contain six 256-byte frames: four for
user data and two for error correction. Even tracks are writ-

ten from the beginning of the tape (BOT) to the
tape (EOT). Odd tracks are written from EOT to BOT.
Keys contain the physical block number, whic
reproduced in each frame header along with other I
tion describing the block. All frames
16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC)c
vides very reliable error detection, and a postamble.
The tape format contains special prerecorded 6OT and
EOT patterns which allow solid-state beginning-of-tapeand
end-of-tape detection without the use of conventional optical sensors, which are more costly and less reliable.
Data Separation and Clock Recovery
The third level of data integrity assurance takes the form
of accurate data retrieval. Phase-linear signal filtering followed by optimized data separation provides data recovery
margin well above that found in other high-performance
tape systems. Rigorous design and optimization methods
(described below) have provided the H p 9144A with enhanced read margin over a wide spectrum of cartridge conditions. The data retrieval process is exceptionally tolerant
to large levels of phase error caused by peak shift and noise
as well as extremely rapid and large speed variations, both
being common conditions in high-density, belt-driven cartridge tapes.
The user data to be recorded on the magnetic tape is first
intermeshed with a clock in a form of modified frequency
modulation (MFM) encoding. MFM data encoding, when
coTbined with optimized, low-noise data recovery, enabIes higher bit densities and improved speed tracking
compared with other commonly used tape codes. MFM
also has the advantage of being very easy to implement.
For each 1 a flux transition is written at the center of the
bit cell and for each 00 pair a flux transition is written
between the bit cells (see Fig. 2). Before being recorded
onto the tape, each encoded transition is first precompensated (phase shifted) to counter the expected peak shift
that occurs when flux reversals are placed side by side at
high densities.
Data retrieval requires reliable separation of the MFM-en-
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Key Number
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Fig. 1. DC600 tape format. All
blocks on track 0 are written in the
forward direction first. Then the
head steps to track 7 and writes
data in the reverse direction, and
so on.
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Fig. 2. MFM encoding example.
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coded data and clock. This objective presents unusually
difficult challenges when the data is stored on cartridge
tape at very high flux densities. The encoded data read
back from the tape is degraded by two major sources of
distortion: tape speed variation and phase shifted data.
Tape speed variation in the DC600 cartridge is dominated
by several large components at 30 Hz, 100 Hz, and 6000
Hz (using 60 inches per second tape speed], which are
beyond the control bandwidth of the capstan servo system
and, in fact, are not seen by the capstan servo encoder. Of
these, the 6-1612 component is the most severe. When all
three components are overlapped, they can add up to speed
variations of over 15% of the normal readlwrite speed.
Speed variations evoke frequency modulation of the data
signal, which requires accurate demodulation during data
separation.
Phase shift is caused by several sources. The most pronounced include imperfectly compensated peak shift,
phase nonlinearity of the read head, and electrical noise.
Phase shift evokes phase modulation of the data signal,
which must be filtered during data separation. The HP
9144A read amplifier and filter electronics have a high
degree of phase linearity and do not significantly add to
the total phase shift.
The tracking of speed variations and the filtering of phase
shifted data are done in the data separator by a phase-andfrequency-sensitive closed-loop servo system termed the
phase-controlled loop, or PCL (Fig. 3). Higher and faster
speed variations require quicker response by the PCL while
higher phase shift magnitudes are best handled by a slower
response. The resulting conflict requires a careful compromise and is handled particularly well by the PCL, which
is an optimized third-order system (second-order systems
are most common]. The higher-order loop, when accurately
optimized, is better able to make such compromises by
minimizing the average and instantaneous real-time error
(RTE],thus providing the necessary margin for reliable data
recovery during the extreme circumstances commonly

Read State Machlne

found in inexpensive tape cartridges.
Data Separator
The HP 9144A data separator (Fig. 3) is composed of the
phase-controlled loop,* an MFM decoder, gap and lock
detectors, and a synchronous state machine. The state
machine monitors gap, lock, and data status of the separator
and controls the PCL modes.
Frequency-lock mode. This mode is invoked during sync
field frequency acquisition, which occurs at the beginning
of every data area, and during gaps, when the loop is frequency-locked to a crystal-based clock. The frequency-lock
mode inserts a frequency divider (+2] in the PCL feedback
path. This divider causes the VCO to acquire lock at twice
the incoming data rate; this is necessary for providing the
two-windows-per-bitneeded for MFM. The frequency-lock
mode also disables the pulse gate function of the phase/frequency detector,thus allowing the frequency of VAR (VCOlZ)
edges to be compared with the frequency of the REF (incoming data] edges.
Phase-control mode. This mode is used during all data
tracking and decoding. It is invoked after the frequencylock mode has achieved a stable locked condition in the
loop, but before the data actually begins. The phase-control
mode disables the VC0/2 divider, making all VCO edges
available to the phase/frequency detector for phase comparison. The pulse gate function is enabled, blocking all
extra VCO edges and removing the loop's frequency-discrimination capability. The phase detector attempts to
match each REF edge with one and only one VAR edge.
From one to three extra VAR edges occur between each REF
edge. The phaselfrequency detector matches each REF edge
with the one VAR edge that is within one half window
before or after the REF edge. Once a valid match is made,
the phase/frequencydetector sends a pulse to the loop filter
'The more common term "phase-locked loop" is avoided here because the PCL IS never
actually phase-lockedas In a frequency synthesizer or FM receiver, it is frequency-locked
but exhibits large, rapidly changing phase error

I

Fig. 3. Data separator block diagram.
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that is proportional to the phase error and of the appropriate
sign. The loop filter then processes this signal and sends
the filtered response to the VCO, which begins to nullify
the detected phase error.
The lock detector is nothing more than the data decoder
combined with a lock-detect algorithm in the state
machine. When locked and in a sync field, the data decoder
will have a stable output. Any cycle slip or other lock
failure will show up as an unstable decoder output and is
easily recognized.
The gap detector is a resettable counter that increments
one count for each VCO clock and is reset by each data
edge. When the count is at or above five, the circuit alerts
the state machine that a gap or dropout has been detected.
With the format used, it is important that gap detection be
rapid and reliable. This circuit meets that need by using a
tracking time base rather than an external crystal or oneshot timer. A gap is detected based on the count of bit
times, rather than a fixed time period.
Propagation delays in a design such as this can easily
accumulate and produce asymmetry in the form of large
steady-state phase error (i.e., re
RTE margin). This
design incorporates delay equalization, which balances the
data path from the data source to the phaselfrequency detector with the data path from the source to the MFM decoder. The result is improved operating margin and enhanced data integrity.
PCL Optimization
Optimization of the PCL’s tracking dynamics is of
paramount importance. Two common optimization procedures for data recovery systems are 1)trial and error adjustment of the loop filter parameters while observing the error
rate performance and tracking ability under typical data
conditions, and 2) reduced-window accelerated testing in
combination with the first procedure. Reduced-window
testing artificially reduces the RTE margin by an adjustable
amount during tracking of normal data. Another common
testing method is subjecting the system to artificially generated data patterns from a pattern generator modulated
by a variable-frequency source. This last method is of little
value, since it simulates speed variation without any
superimposed phase modulation. Under such conditions
a loop will perform much better than in actual use where
pattern-dependent peak shift and random noise induce
phase modulation of the data, which greatly reduces the
frequency demodulation (speed tracking) ability of the system. These optimization procedures do not provide bestcompromise performance, which is necessary for ensuring
the best overall error rate. These inadequate methods all
incorrectly assume a direct link between available tracking
and decoding window margin (RTE margin) and error rate.
A system optimized to provide the best compromise provides the best possible performance without going to a
higher-order response. It can therefore be termed a best-fit
optimized system.The HP 9144APCLis this type of system.
A best-fit optimized PCL will provide an absolute
minimum error rate when subjected to the entire range of
expected conditions. This loop, however, will not exhibit
the maximum possible average RTE margin and will not
have the maximum possible instantaneous RTE margin

during most typical conditions. This is not unde
although the margin is reduced during noncritical co
tions, it is still reliably maintained well above neces
levels. The reserve capability needed for wo
tions (relatively infrequent surges in speed and/or phase
shift) causes minor overshoot during less strenuous typical
conditions, resulting in reduced average and instantaneous
RTE margin. Higher-order loops are more effectivein allowing such trade-offs, resulting in improved error rates. A
loop optimized to typical conditions using one of the common procedures noted above will not perform as well in
any data recovery environment (especially cartridge tape
drives) exposed to transient noise sources, head and media
imperfections, and speed variations.
Best-fit PCL optimization requires an accurate evaluation
of the data modulation during readback. The most critical
element of this process is the careful capture and analysis
of transient worst-case conditions during all operating environments. This information is used in the first phase of
the optimization by applying theoretical analysis and de-

Rektively Inffwqm
Transient or Data Pattern
Conditions

Phase DistortfonMagnitwle

flg. 4. This diagram illustrates the three possible phase-controlled loop (PCL) operating points. The two sources of data
modulation are phase modulation (abscissa), and frequency
modulation (ordinate). Increased levels of phase modulation
(noise and peak shift) reduce the amount of tolerable frequency modulation (speed variation). This is shown by the
PCL operation-limits line. Any modulation falling to the right
of the line or above it causes tracking failure. Line 1 represents
a typical set point: relatively large margin (distance from modulation area to limits line) exists for typical operating conditions, and failure occurs during transient conditions of large
speed variation. In general, increasing the PCL’s bandwidth
will rotate the line clockwise (line 2). This increases the margin
available for transients (but not enough in this case) while
reducing the margin for typical conditions. By using a thirdorder loop (rather than second) and optimizing both
bandwidth and phase margin (damping) one can achieve
limits-line translation with little or no rotation, thereby improving overall margin (line 3). The margin provided for typical
modulation is set larger than that provided for rare events of
large modulation. This is essentially a ‘proration” of margin,
which provides the best overall error rate.
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sign techniques to arrive at important parameter values
such as bandwidth and stability factors (see Fig. 4). These
transient conditions are then simulated by using a special
signal source which overlays controlled phase and frequency modulation onto a predetermined data pattern.
These simulated conditions are used in the second phase
of optimization by observing the instantaneous RTE margin
during minor parameter adjustments.
During the HP 9144A development, a PCL test system
was designed to aid the best-fit optimization process. This
test system provides two separate functions: 1)modulated
data simulation-ombining
variable data patterns with
controlled simultaneous frequency and phase modulation-and 2) data capture and analysis-high-resolution
data gathering and automated analysis of tracking performance and RTE margin. The modulated data generator allows simulated phase modulation from random noise
(asynchronous) and from pattern-dependent peak shift
(synchronous] to be superimposed onto frequency modulation, thereby providing a realistic, controllable, comprehensive test data source.
Other noteworthy contributions to data integrity are included in the HP 9144A’s data separation functions. No
adjustments of the circuitry are possible or necessary during the production process and low-tolerance components
can be used. Both factors contribute to the low cost and
ease of manufacture of the product. All of the timing-critical
signal paths are carefully balanced and integrated into a
single LSI chip designed for the HP 9144A, providing significantly improved margin and reliability and lower cost.
The phasetfrequency detector designed into the HP
9144A’s PCL is an improved design that eliminates synchronization boundary problems commonly found in classical sequential phase detectors. When switching from one
signal (clock) to the other (data], the phase of the new data
source is unknown and can often cause a glitch in the
phase synchronization process, which may cause a transient error condition. To avoid this, the asynchronous state
machine was carefully analyzed to identify and resolve
any possible state transitions that could cause race conditions or hung states.
Error Correction
While the DC600 cartridge is capable of storing data without significant degradation for several years, data loss
caused by dust particles, stray magnetic fields, and extremely long storage intervals is possible. The HP 9144A
pot&* the w r from .such.losses theugh the four$h level
of data integrity assurance: post-retrieval error correction.
Large portions of the recorded data-up to 512 contiguous

Fig. 5. Exclusive-OR frame generation during data recording.
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Fig. 6. Excluslve-OR error correction of defective media. Data
can be recovered when up to two complete aqacent frames
are in error. Correction is done on the fly; there is no need
to reposition the tape and retry. Retry algorithms are used
only as a last attempt to recover data.

bytes-can be destroyed without inducing an unrecoverable data error. This feat is made possible by the use of
redundant data embedded within the user’s data. The prevailing cause of transient errors in a cartridge tape drive
is foreign particles, which lift the tape off the head surface,
causing loss of a large number of contiguous bits. The HP
9144A’s exclusive-OR error correction is especially suited to
correcting such errors.
Error correction also serves to extend motor and cartridge
reliability by minimizing the need for tape repositioning.
Without error correction, each error-causing dust particle
or media defect would initiate a reposition and retry operation over the data area, reducing motor and cartridge life.
Starts and stops (two me required for each repositioning]
are the primary cause of motor wear,
User data is written onto the tape in the form of 1024-byte
blocks. Each block is segmented into six 256-byte frames.
The first four frames contain the user data while the last
two frames contain redundant data (see Fig. 5). The redundant frames are generated concurrently with the write process by executing a bit-serial exclusive-OR operation on the
previous frames: frame 5 is frame 1 combined with frame
3, and frame 6 is frame 2 combined with frame 4.
Defective data areas of up to two consecutiveframes (512
bytes) can be successfully corrected by virtue of the previously recorded redundancy. Fig. 6 illustrates the process
for correcting a defect that overlaps into frames 2 and 3.
Frame 2 is reconstructed by performing an exclusive-OR operafion OX Ei%nes 4 iiSl 6. Similarly, fr-e
3 is reconstructed from 1and 5.
In general, defects are correctable that affect up to one
odd-numbered frame and up to one even-numbered frame.
For example, a block is recoverable if defective in frames
1 and 6 if the remaining frames are error-free.
Media Monitor
The fifth and final level of protection against data loss
is furnished by the automated media monitor. A built-in
use log automatically alerts the user of worn media by
flashing a light when it is time to replace a used tape. This
allows replacement of the media to avoid losing data, yet
enables full use of the expected lifetime of the cartridge.
MARCH 1985 HEWLEIT-PACKARD JOURNAL4

Controlling the Head/Tape Interface
by Walter L. Auyer, Charles H. McConica, David J. Schmeling, and Mark E. Wanger

NE OF THE MOST CRITICAL AREAS in the HP
9144A, as in most magnetic storage devices, is the
head-to-media (tape) interface. A considerable
amount of engineering effort was spent both in examining
and in the subsequent control of this interface to ensure
data integrity as well as unit-to-unit interchangeability.
For optimum performance, the tape must be in intimate
contact with the readlwrite head and accurately aligned to
it. The most important alignment parameters to control are
those that influence azimuth angle, tape flying height, and
off-track error. The azimuth angle (head-gap-to-tape-path
orthogonality) affects phase distortion and signal amplitude; both are important in data recovery. The tape flying
height (distance between the tape and the head] is a function of tape tension, tape wrap angle, head penetration,
and head geometry; this also affects phase distortion and
signal amplitude. Off-track error (head gap position relative
to the written track) can introduce erroneous data sensing
(from adjacent tracks or other residual data], resulting in
unwanted noise, which causes phase distortion. In practice, off-track error is more a function of the step motor
positioning system than the head alignment process.
Control of the head/tape interface involves four major
areas:
Head mounting
The head actuation system
Head design
Cartridge referencing.

0
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Ftg. 1.
of head
the two

freedom and the
of tape travel.

volume, reducing sensitivity to m
but sacrificing interchangeability.

Head Mounting
In the head mounting process the read/write head is
aligned and mounted in the drive. The six degrees of freedom (three angles and three displacements) that affect signal amplitude and phase distortion must each be addressed
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Fig. 2. Preliminary head mount
fixture.
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able to concentrate its effort on the head mounting tools
and procedures to make the process fast and precise.
The head mounting process involves two steps: preliminary head mount and azimuth adjustment. The head is first
aligned and clamped to a precision fixture, which simulates
a data cartridge (see Fig. 2). The fixture is then inserted
into the drive, which clamps and references it to the drive
mechanism. This establishes five of the six degrees of freedom (all but azimuth). The head is then tacked with adhesive to a bracket, which in turn is held to the drive by a
small, clothespin-like clamping fixture. The preliminary
head mount fixture is then removed and the drive is ready
for azimuth adjustment. The small clamping fixture holds
the head and bracket assembly tightly against the head
carrier, yet allows rotation to adjust the azimuth angle.
Azimuth adjustment for any type of magnetic storage
device can be tedious and costly, calling for a high degree
of operator skill and a large investment in equipment. The
H p 9144A design team made a significant contribution in
this area by designing a process that is fast, inexpensive,
and requires no special operator skills. The azimuth adjustment process takes advantage of the head design and the
media format. The head has two pairs of gaps (total of 4)
that allow bidirectional r e a d k i t e operations (see Fig. 1).
The object of the azimuth adjustment is to set the in-line
head gaps perpendicular to the direction of tape travel.
The data cartridges are preformatted with keys written
across the width of the tape and spaced 1.7 inches apart,
which functionally indicate the physical address of the
data. By reading the keys with one vertical pair of in-line
gaps (oneread gap and one write gap) the time delay between
the arrival of a key at each gap can be measured. An azimuth
adjustment test station was designed using two reaawrite
boards and a servo control board from the H p 9144A and
an HP 9000 Model 216 Computer to control the process.
A tape is inserted into the drive and run back and forth.
Azimuth Angle 8=Tan-

3

VAT

(7)

V=Tape velocity
S=Gap separation
AT=Time W e e n key detect signals

~

As the keys cross the head, the time delay between the
in-line gaps is measured and stored. A simple algorithm
is used to calculate the azimuth angle from the time delay,
the tape velocity, and the in-line gap separation distance
(see Fig. 3).
Initially, a rotation fixture is clamped on the head (see
Fig. 4).As described above, the data from a test cartridge
is used to compute the existing azimuth angle. Computercontrolled corrections direct the head actuation system to
step the head up or down an appropriate number of steps,
thus rotating the head relative to the tape path. The final
azimuth correction is set by factoring in the statistical distribution of all the azimuth readings for both pairs of in-line
gaps for both directions of tape travel. Finally, a correction
is made to compensate for the azimuth of the test cartridge.
When the head azimuth angle is adjusted to the required
specifications,the head is tacked in place with a fast-curing
adhesive and all the fixtures are removed. The head is now
precisely mounted relative to the drive.
Next, the head is checked for magnetic and electrical
parameters. If it meets the specifications, the head and

~L

adhesive.
The results of this head mounting process have been
impressive. The whole mounting procedure, which took
one hour during the early project stages, CM be completed
by production personnel in only six minutes. The azimuth
angle specification is +-6minutes, but the process is yielding a majority of heads mounted in a +-&minuterange. No
part of the process requires operator judgment in setting
or aligning the head. Azimuth angle, zenith angle, head
penetration, and yaw are measured on each drive and recorded automatically in a data base. Control charts are used
to monitor the process and maintain its consistency.

t

e
8

Fig. 4. Azimuth adjustment fixture.

Fig. 3. Azimuth angle calculation.
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Head Actuation System
The function of the head actuation system is to place the
read and write gaps accurately and repeatably on the tracks
on the tape and perform such functions as edge finding
and unlocking the cartridge. The off-track error is directly
related to the accuracy that can be maintained in the working range of the head actuation system. A four-phase dc
step motor and a lead screw result in a travel of 0.02 mm
per step. The working range is 8 mm (400 steps), although
the overall range is greater to allow for unlocking the cartridge. The positional accuracy over the working range is
within +I step (+0.25%). Hysteresis in the system is compensated by using an antibacklash spring in conjunction
with a routine in the servo electronics that causes the head
to approach all targets from the same direction.
Head Design
The mechanical design of the head addresses two aspects
of the headtape interface, one being off-track alignment
and the other being headtape contact or tribology. Both
issues are important for achieving a reliable signal from
the media.
Tracks are placed on the media with an open-loop positioning system. After an initial referencing to the tape
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Fig. 6. DC600 Tape Cartridge.

edge, any error in positioning the head or vertical tape
movement within the cartridge (tape wander)
misalignment and possible loss of data. The
head gap geometries is aimed
positioning error. Current head
ing a trim erase geometry* with
so a wide-write, narrow-read design is sp
gaps are 0.004 in wi
e result is that the read gap positioning can vary
kO.002 in without any signal degradation. The width of
the write gaps is limited by the track density requirements
and subsequent data overlap.
The design goal for the head in relation to the headkape
interface was to supply an extremely reliable data signal
over the range of cartridge variations while not requiring
an extremely accurate head mounting process. Head contour design must consider variations in tape tension and
wrap angle, which directly affect tape flying
The
gap configuration compounds the problem since there are
four gaps, which must be held in intimate contact with the
tape,which is traveling at 90 inchas per second. To provide
some perspective, the Van der
for signal
loss from spacing (flying height] is 5
At 10,000
flux reversals per inch, A = 100 pin a
g height of
5.5 pin (about the surface roughness of the media) results
in a 3-dB loss. The final design uses a double-bump configuration with a consistent curvature on each bump. The
curvature allows for variations in wrap angle while still
maintaining good headtape spacing.
We chose to use a ceramic wear layer to enhance head
life. The trade-off was difficulty in working with materials
of different hardness in the machining and profiling process. To get the necessary profile required working closely
with the head vendor on the design and the manufacturing
process.
The result of careful design and extensive testing is a
head that gives a very reliable signal that is insensitive to
variations in cartridges, tape tension, and tape wrap angle.
Cartridge Referencing
Equally important in controlling the headitape interface
is the relative position of the tape cartridge (and thus the

Fig. 5. Exploded view of the

HP 9144A
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*In a trim erase geometry. two erase heads, one on each side of the data track, trim the
track to its proper size after the data is written by the write head This geormtry LScommon
in flexible disc drives

ape itself) to the Hp 9144A tape drive mechanism. Esthetic
:onsiderations (insertion and ejection forces and travel,
‘feel,” appearance, etc.) of the mechanism also were chalenging aspects of the design.
The drive mechanism, primarily a mix of motors, plastic
iardware and die castings (see Fig. 5),accepts and captures
In inserted cartridge, positions it relative to the read/write
lead, stabilizes it during dynamic drive functions (tape
novement relative to the head and vice versa), and upon
Sequest, unlocks the cartridge for the user to eject.
ANSI Specification X3.55-1977 defines the parameters
‘orthe %-inch tape and 0.67 x 4.00 x 6.00411 tape cartridge
ised in the HP 91441% The defined cartridge reference
iatums (cartridge position planes) are the forward (or leadng) edge and the top surface of the 0.10-in-thick aluminum
laseplate (see Fig. 6). Internally, the tape guide pins are
Jositioned relative to these datums, thus establishing the
ape path relative,to the cartridge base plate.
The user inserts the cartridge until it firmly snaps into
Idace. Insertion resistance forces (friction, motor capstan
I*eaction, latch/eject arm reaction) build to approximately

I

3 lb. To smooth and minimize this resistance, the guides
are made of Teflon‘”-filled plastic (not glass-filled-glass
causes friction) and incorporate guide rollers for aft cartridge stabilization. During the last millimeter of insertion
travel, the dual-purpose latch/eject arms are released. This
results in 3.5 lb upward and forward forces applied to the
cartridge, pulling the cartridge reference datums audibly,
firmly, positively, and repeatably against their corresponding mechanism references. A stable headltape interface is
thus established.
Another feature of the mechanism is a mechanical eject
button interlock, which prohibits the user from inadvertently ejecting the cartridge while the head is in an active,
or up, position. This interlock decouples the eject button
from the headhape interface, thus preventing accidental
bumping of the eject button from disturbing any read/write
operations that may be in progress. Cartridge ejection must
be preceded by a request for unload (a pushbutton on the
front panel) which initiates a down-load sequence, subsequent head stepping down, and release of the mechanical
eject button interlock.

Software Methodology Preserves
Consistency and Creativity

‘

by Mark L. Gembarowski

F
T
s-w.

Y-511
HE PROJECT TEAM that developed the HP 9144A
Tape Drive also developed a software methodology
that is now the way in which all programming is
done at HP’s Greeley Division. The methodology provides
designers with a consistent, common approach to software
design without limiting their creativity and coding style.
This software methodology addresses two major questions:
What can we do about schedule?
How “good” is the code?
The software methodology does not generate code until
the final step of the design. Yet, we can maintain or even
beat schedule because the code generated is very easy to
debug, extremely flexible (features can be easily added),
and extendable. Many of the subroutines written for the
HP 9144A are being used on new products under development because of the modularity of the code that the design
methodology produces.
The software design methodology embodies a number
of design ideas seen in the current
They include structure charts (hierarchy charts), structured programming, top-down design, structured walkthroughs, and
structured analysis. We took the best attributes of these
methods and combined them into a methodology that gives
the designer a series of design steps that offer additional
insight into the design at each subsequent phase. The

’

mefhodLology generates design documentation as a product
of each design step, and provides management with a series
of design checkpoints for measuring progress.
Four Phases

The specific steps of the software design methodology
are the definition phase, the hierarchy phase, the input-process-output phase, and the coding phase.
Definition Phase. The output of this phase is a document
that details what the code must do, what hardware environ.
ment it resides in and must interface to, and a list of refer.
ence documents. This design step may include system architecture design, some structured analysis, and some testing of existing products one is trying to improve.
Hierarchy Phase. Once you know what you need to do
(definition phase), you need to know how to do it. A hierarchy is a graphical representation of how the code accomplishes all of the functions listed in the definition. It
shows individual modules (subroutines) and the interface
between the modules. An initial hierarchy is created and
then refined to improve the functionality of individual
modules while reducing the interdependence between
modules. This design step uses the methods of hierarchical
decomposition found in much of the current software design literature. Fig. 1 shows a sample hierarchy chart.
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rig. 1. A portion of a hierarchy chart. Such charts tell how
the code accomplishes the functions required. Each box with
a name in it is a code module (subroutine). The arrows on
the lines c o n n e w Y b mad* kdicate parameters passed
between modules. The ebng#&d circle below the top box
indicates that the subordinate calls are repeated. The diamond symbols indicate conditional calls or a selection from
a group of choices.

will do, but this time the focus is on th
rather than on the entire task to be ac
module in the hierarchy, we write a d&eb
one-half page in length-it serves as an ideal
the code) that shows the inputs to the module
type (Boolean, real, integer, etc.), the process within
module (using inputs, subordinate module calls, and how
the outputs are created), and the outputs and their type.
For complicated algorithms, we expand the IP0 to include
a structured English algorithm to help the code writer understand exactly what the module must do. We use constructs such as IF-THEN-ELSE, REPEAT-UNTIL, WHILE-DO, and
CASE and indentation to show the structure of the complicated algorithm. Once the input-process-output phase is
completed, the code for any module can be written by any
member of the team.
Coding Phase.Notice that no code has been generated before the design is finished. There are no constraints regarding what language the designers write in
limited by design tools, but not by the meth
the coding begins, typically certain functio
functionality for a
members can do it when they join the team.
liable Software through
16178.
pa%iblStructu.rrtdDes@, van

don and L.L. Constantine, Structured De

Hall, 1979.
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